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.FROST in north and
east portions tonight;
Sunday will be ftiir
and cool.
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Portugal is Declared to be Preparing
ens

USA!
To Take tip Arms Against the Teutons
BOSTON TAKES SECOND GAME

LARGER PART OF THE BELGIA

ARM!

IKES

01

ENDEAVORING
QUEEN FLEES AND

BEFUK IN

Will

ALLIES

TAKE

ENGLAND, WHILE KING

REMAINS TO COMMAND HIS ARMY
City Does not Give up Until Straits are
Made Desperate by Fire
ATTLE FRONT IN FRANCE REPORTS NO CHANGE
The French Assert Tlsey Gave Made Slight Gains, but Kerlin
the Claim King Charles of Roumania is Dead, Grief
Over the War now Rending Europe Declared to Have
Been Chief Cause ol Ilis Demise

De-nie-

under General von Beseler.
Antwerp has fallen before the Germans
ten
days.
The siege occupied
made known. A disNo details of the German occupation have been
at 2:30 o'clock Frisurrendered
the
that
city
patch from The Hague says
believed in London that the final resistance was
day afternoon. It is
In order to permit the
made by a small garrison who were sacrificed
to be somewhere between
now
Is
which
reported,
of the Belgian army,
its
to make
way to the lines of the allies.
Antwerp and Ostend, attempting
the line of the field fight-inalong
at
various
places
German aggression
the battle conis reported from Paris, which, however, declares that
tinues under satisfactory conditions.

s

that

Ant-

GOVERNMENT

NEW PROVISIONAL

The conIN MEXICO WILL BE ES- .
r
oc
was
TABLISHED
this
which
place
undec
ditions
cupied by the enemy are, however,
yet unknown.
"In Russia very spirited fighting CONFERENCE IS DISCOUNTED
continues on. the frontier of east Prus
sia, where Russian troops have had ITS RESULT WILL HAVE NO BEARpartial success. They have occupied
ING ON FUTURE PROthe town of Lyck (in east Prussia.)
CEDURE
"The siege of Przemsyl continued
the
under conditions favorable for
Russians, who have taken by assault MUTINY AT SANTA ROSALIA
one of the forts of the mam line of
defense."
MAYOR IS SHOT BY THE CONSTITUTIONALISTS; SHIP IS
Queen Is Fleeing
STOLEN
the
of
The
Oct.
10
queen
London,
Belgians is reported to have passed
Washington, Oct. 10. Preparations
through Folkestone from Dunkirk last
are going forward in Mexico City for
night, proceeding to London.
The Amsterdam correspondent of setting up a new provisional governRenter's says a. message from Berlin ment, regardless of The forthcoming
general army headquarters dated Oc peace conference at Aguas, Oalientes,
tober 10, 11 a. m., says the entire according to advices totfayJi Hie coil-- "
fortress of Antwerp, including all stitutionalists headquarters here. The
forts, is in possession of the Germans. headquarters said that an enumeration has just been received showing
King Charles Dead
the forces loyal to Carranza total
thai
ViA telegram received here from
enna says thatS King Charles of Rou- 101,000 men, while Villa can control
hut 24,000.
mania died this morning.
The constitutionalist
headquarters
made public the following dispatch
from Hill, who "is defending Naco
RAILROAD LOSES
against the forces of Governor
May-toren- a:

v

e

The Hague, Oct. 10 (via London).
Antwerp surrendered to the Germans
at 2:30 p. m. Friday, October 9.
The war flag was removed from
the cathedral and a white flag raised
in Its place at 9 a. m. The actual
f
surrender took place five and
hours later.
It is declared here that the cathedral ot Notre Dame has not been
damaged. The Germans delivered one
of their last furious attacks between
The
C and 7 o'clock Friday morning.
in
Belgians resisted them valiantly
their
desperate
and
trenches
their
fighting resulted in heavy loss.
one-hal-

ITS TAX SUIT
g

Anlwerp and Ostend, the pressure on
these, lines will be removed, at least
temporarily, hut at the same time
there would appear to bo little Jo obstruct the belligerents effecting a
drawn to a position half way between
jui.cture with the allies working to
the northward in west Flanders.
Report Is Confirmed
London, Oct. 10 An official Berlin
dispatch of the Marconi Wireless com-

The Garrison Escapes
London, Oct. 10. Antwerp has fallen into the hands of the Germans, but
its capture, important and stirring as
it has been, was robbed of much of
its intrinsic value, it is contended
here, by the escape of the garrison.
The defenders held on long enough

pany confirms the report that Antwerp has been occupied!. The official
announcement given out. at German
headquarters late last night, says:
"This forenoon several forts of the
inner line of the fortifications of Antwerp have fallen. The town since
midday, has been in our possession.
The commander of the garrison evacuated the fortifications. Only a few
forts are still occupied by the enemy
and this is without influence on our
;
v
position in Antwerp.'', -

the situation and evacuated the citadel when it became evident that the
doom of the town was sealed. Toward
Iht close of the defense only a sufficient garrison to work the remaining
available guns was left to hold Antwerp.
At midday Friday the advance force
of the Germans entered Antwerp and
the full surrender of the city evidently occurred at half past two
o'clock in the afternoon.
The extent of the fall of Antwerp
wilj be slow in reaching the outside
world from unpartisan sources, for the
reason that communication with the
city is either cut or entirely in the
hands of the military authorities.
' With the
belligerent army with- -

France
Paris, Oct. 10. The following ofwas given in
ficial announcement
Paris this forenoon:
"The fighting continues under
conditions. Our entire battle front has been made in spite of
alttacks of the enemy to advance in
several places. On our left wing, in
the region included between LaBasse,
Aremntieres and Cassel, the fighting
between opposing forces of cavalry
has been confused because of the na
ture of the terrain.
"To the north of the Oiso our
troops have attained real advantage
at several places In their zone of ac
tion. In the region of St. Mihlel we
have made material progress. As to
No

Change

In

JUDGE LEAHY DECIDES SANTA
FE MUST HELP BUILD
BRIDGES

The case of the county against the
Santa Fe railway, in which the railroad is sued for the sum of $2,006.03,
representing the amount of the first
installment of 1913 taxes levied
againsjt it for bridge purposes, was
heard before District Judge David J.
Leahy this morning. The defense of
the railroad was that the tax was discriminatory and illegal, but the court
could not see it that way, in the light
ot the evidence and argument of the
district attorney.
Judgment was
found for the county.
Another case of the state against
the Santa Fe was also heard. The
5
suit involved taxes amounting to
levied against the properties of
the railroad, in district No. 10, Las
Alamas, in which the defense of tihe
road was that the boundaries of the
district were not fixed nor a map filed
at the time, the taxes, were levied.
The attorney for the road showed the
court that this was the fact, and judgment was entered favorable to the
railroad.
$2,-92-

COLUMBIA

GYM

New York, Oct, 10
two-stor-

eva-cupti-

'

a

Commander

Is

Shot

On Board United States Ship West
Virginia, Mazatlan, Octo. 8 (via wireThe Columbia less to San Diego, Calif.) (Delayed
BURNS

gymnasium building, a
brown stone structure, 75
by 175 feet, designed by the late Stanford White and built 12 years ago, was
a charred, water soaked ruin today,
with all but the walls and tho electric
power plant in the basement destroyed by the fire, which gained headway
early this morning. If heat and water
have weakened the walls the loss will
he heavy; if they stand strong as ever
but $100,000 will be sufficient to rehabilitate tho building.
University

"Two assaults were repulsed yesterday. Skirmishes continue.- Our pothe
is
that
such
sition
enemy will
ne er be able to take it. I have plenty of ammunition and our firing is
accurate and our forts strong. I expect reinforcements of 300 men from
Tigre', and in a short time our forces
will outnumber those of the enemy,
and offensive operations will be possible."
'"
Secretary Garrison said again today
that no date has been set for the
of Vera Cruz by the American forces. Attention was called to
the fact that General Carranza has as
with, none of the
yet complied
stipulations laid down by the United
States, including a guarantee for the
safety of foreigners and others in
Vera Cruz, as well as a promise from
the Mexico City government not to
reimpose more than $1,000,01)0 customs dues collected by Americans
from Vera Cruz importers.
.About ten days ago the war depart
ment announced that the evacuation
would not take place before October
Today no one would
H, tomorrow.
give any indication of the probable
time of withdrawal, though, it is gen
erally understood that' troops will
st a j until the Carranza-Villrow has
been settled.

in
transmission.) Constitutionalist
mutineers at Santa Rosalia have shot
Major Aguayo, the military commander there, looted the customs house,
seized the Mexican Steamer Korrigan
lit and put to sea.
This is the news sent by wireless to
Rear Admiral Howard, commanding
tho Pacific fleet, by the cruiser Albany, which the admiral ordered to
Santa Rosalia, to report on conditions
(Continued

on page Four)
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Belgium, it is announced
werp was taken yesterday.
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.ENABLES NATIONAL LEAGIRS
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TO

DISTRICT ATTORNEY WRITES AN
; , OPINION FOR THE COUNTY
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FOD THIS REASON THEY CANNOT BE LOOKED UPON AS

BEAN-EATER-

S

HIT

BUNCOING

HAVE OIFICOLTY

and Good Pitching Make the Trip Around the Sacks
a Difficult Journey Attendance is Large Both Clubs Leave
Tonight for the Hub, Where Third and Fourth Contests
will be Played Monday and Tuesday

OBLIGATED Fast Fielding

NOT

NOf HIS BUSINESS
PROPERTY NOT

THEIR OPPONENTS

-

PROPERTY
ASSESSOR

DOW

Walsh, Who Occupies Box for Americans,
puts up Wonderful Exhibition

SECURITIES

MERELY

I II ',111111

I

TO LOOK UP
ON SWORN

LISTS'
IfU.trict Attorney Charles W. G.
idd" has written, an opinion for
Couiu'y Assesor Manuel. A. Sanchez,
to 'oVern him ii his action regarding
tlj,fcfSfl8ing of Imort gages as recomiwrtli
mended by the sftate boad-.ization. The district attorney goes
fully' into the la v of the case as well
as .the common sense of It, and explains the situaiion fully and plainly.
The opinion, a copy of which has been
furnished The Optic follows:
"To the Honorable Manuel A. Sanchez, Assessoa, Saa Miguel county.
New .Mexico.

"Dear 'Sir:
"You called my attention to the proceedings of the state board of equalization, in which; you and other asses-- ,
sors are peremptorily instructed to
asse.sss mortgages for taxation. It is
suggested .that, you, may obtain the
information from the county records,
ami you asked me for my opinion as
to whether or not mortgages are taxable,
"In the first place, the state hoard
equalization is given no authority
by Jaw, as far as I can ascertain, to
instruct you. as to the construction
that should be placed upon the New
Mexico revenue laws. Neither do I
tf.bnk, where you have received from
tJrp' taxpayers of San Miguel county
sworn lists of their taxable property
which have been examined and ap
proved by yourself and by the board
of county commissioners, that it. IS a
part of your duty to wade through the
voluminous records of lite county to
ascertain whether or. not, even if
mortgages are taxable, some taxapy-er- s
have failed to return them. If
you have reason to believe that any
taxpayers have failed lo make true
lietrt of their property, it. is then your
duty to examine county records and
to make any other investigations within your power to ascertain the facts.
"But, In the second place, I do not
lietieye.;, that mortgages as such are
taxable. A mortgage, under the New
Mexico laws, is merely security for
tho payment of money, for the performance of a contract or of some
other (condition.
It has no money
value. Ordinarily, mortgages are giv
en in security for payment of notes.
Such notes are taxable.
"But take the illnstration of a mortgage given as security for the performance of a contract for the care
of sheep. Unless-- certain conditions
are complied with, the mortgagee H
r;ten the right to foreclose upon and
become the owner of certain real or
'
personal property. The actual prop- :

(Cwtlnuod on Page
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Shibe Park, Philadelphia, Oct. 10.
The Boston National league champions won the second game of the
world's series today, beating the Phil
adelphia Athletics. I to 0r It wasa
gruelling fight to the finish, and Bos
ton did not put their run over until
tho ninth inning. A double by Deal,
substituting for Smith at third, followed by his steal of third, and
single brought- In Boston's run.
The Athletics threatened in the
ninth inning, having a man on first
and second with only one out, but a
sharp double play, engineered by
ended the Athletics' chancest
James' pitching was simply baffling
with Philadelphia's club helpless before his speed and fast breaking spit-terBoth cluls fielded brilliantly,
Maranville and Barry's play being especially brilliant.
After the game the Boston rooters,
led by President Garrney of the Boston club, Captain Evers and former
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, paraded
around the field while the band played the Boston battle song, "Tessie."
The two clubs will leave for Boston
tonight. The world's series now
stands:
Boston Nationals, 2;
Philadelphia
Athletics, 0.
Big Crowd Present
The Boston Braves, National league
pennant winners, victorious in the
opening engagement of the world's
series campaign'of 1914, gave battle
on Shibe field again today with the
Philadelphia "Athletics. Twenty thousand persona viewed the fray and
cheered the American league chams
pions in their efforts to turn the
of battle in their favor ad
therfjby place the two contenders for
the season's baseball honors on even
terms. Betting was even on the outcome of the series.
.

Mo-ran- 's

dtbrand gave the decisions behind th.
plate, while Byron gare the decisio..;
on bases. Umpire Klem went to K".t
field, Dinen to right field.
--

v..

.

rtrrt Innrr

TlrA Half. Boston Flank's"" fir4
serve was a ball, the curve breaking.-widof the plate. The next one caime
over for a strike. Moran went out,
Collins to Melnnis. Collins took tha
ball back on the grass and made a
fast play on the rUnner. Evers scratch
ed an infield single which Plank could
not get in time to make the throw.

e,

s.

Stallings Is Boastful
"We have looked the Athletics over,
taken their measure in the first game
and beaten up their big gun, Bender,"
safld Manager Stallings of tho Boston
club before the game. "We will win
the series. It's Tyler or James today.
Either can make the Athletics throw
their bats away."
The Athletics looked to Eddie
to crumple up the
Plank's cross-fir- e
Boston's onslaught today. The veteran southpaw flinger was Manager
Mack's early selection on the on the
firing line.
Plank and Schang were announced
as the batteries for tho Athletics.
James and Gowdy were announced as
(he batteries for Boston. Umpire JT.il-

while Whitted walked, Plank making;

a kick when Hildebrand called the
last pitch a ball. Schmidt flied out
to Strunk. No runs one' nit, no er
"

rors.
QnnnnA

Tr.l

'

rV.

M

.1

1

..1. .

James sent up an inshoot which was
too low. His second wais a strike.
Murphy walked. James got himself
in a hole on the batter by trying to
keep the ball on the corner of the
plate.
Murphy was out when James
threw wild to Schmidt, who quickly
recovered the ball and threw to Mor- anvilie, who touched out Murphy. Old- ring out, Deal to Schmidt. Deal also- vu.iiua, iu iuub, uu men,
no errors.
Second Inning
First Half, Boston Gowdy was
given a big hand when he came to
bat. Blank fooled him on the first.
one with a' slow curve. Plank ras
unable to control his wide curve.
Boston had bit speed yesterday, andt
Plank was now feeding them on.
curves aud Gowdy got a base on balls.
Moranville sacrificed, Baker to Mela
nin, Plank took Deal's emash and
tossed to Baker, who put out GWu
Deal stole second. Jfe was almost
caught between , the bases, but
Slang's throw was a! little wide c.
that Melnnis waa not in
position to
tnrow to second before Deal made the
base.
Schang threw wiM tr. at-Deal off second, but
Barry saved him
an error with a
high jumping catch.
omuvs iannea. No runs, no
hits, no
errors.
Second Half, Philadclrhia
ti,
Boston outfield played out
against the
fence for Baker, but he
only fouled
to

tsnmiiit.

j

Strunk also fanned No,
runs, no hits.
no errors.
Third Inning
First Half, Boston Rnn !
out Moram It was a
sliw roller ami
Barry only m the ball
iun. mis snap throw

,,

M

(ConUnwefl on Pag
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If
Established

South SidoPloja
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King Cotton Week
the
spec.a. inducement for you to
Here I. another .1st of the extra value, we are offering,
If you haven't been here yet
movement,
cotton
nation-wid- e
Cotton Good, you can use during thl.
and you will help a good cause.
nake a list of what you need and come. We wlil .ave you money
buy .11

.

Buy Cotton Goods Made in
20 Cent Curiam Swiss
quality White Curtain
and figured. New patterns.

Good

16

Swiss,

12 12c to 17

Cents yd
38 in.,

dotted

25 Cent Curtain Swiss 1812 Cents yd

.1

Fine White Swiss in figured designs; also white
Nand ecru Swims with colored borders.
und- 40 Inches,

12

Widths

38

Curtain Voile 9 Cents yd

12 Cent

Soft, clinging Voile,

38 in,

wide, colored borders,

17 Cents

25 Cent Curtain. Goods

38 in. Cnrtain Goods in white and
borders.

yd

ecru, colored

Lace Curtains 33

to 8 l'3c
big assortment of

5c

A

5c

to

8
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PROGRAIl

FOR BANKERS'

MEETING
MONEY HANDLERS
IN RICHMOND,

WILL GATHER
VA., NEXT

WEEK
The
Richmond, Va
have
and other arrangements
Oct. 10

pro-gri-

IA' convention

of the American
xkers' association, which is to beheld in thlB city during the coming
week. Requests for accommodations
received by the local hotels Indicate
that the convention will he largely
attended hy well known bankers and
business men from all sections of the
s
country.
The sessions of the association
proper will be preceded on. Tuesday
by the annual meetings of the
mental organizations, Including the
Savings bank section, llie trust coin
er pany section, the clearing house sec
tion aiiu uiw malt; tru. eiai ltrts bwuuh.
A special feature of the meeting of
the clearing bouse section will be an
exhaustive discussion of the rules and
regulations governing the operation
of the federal reserve hanks.
The first of the general sessions of
the associaiion will be held Wednesday morning in the auditorium of the
Jefferson hotel. President .Art our
Reynolds will call the gathering o
and Tiishop Collins Denny will
the invocation. Adresses of welcome will be made vy Governor Hour.
or-d- er

!

C.

Stuart

of Virginia, Mayor George

Ainslie of Richmond and Colonel John
B. Furcell, president of the Richmond
Clearing House association. The response to the greetings will he embodied in the annual u; dress of Presi-e'erArthur Reynolds, of Ds Moine?.
President Reynolds' address will he
followed by the annual rrports of Secretary Fred E. Farnawnrth of New

t

- YonrTreasurer

Embroideries

Embroideries,

Women's 5 Cent Kerchiefs 3 Cents
12 12 Cent Embd. Kerchiefs 8 Cents
15

Cent Ginghams 4 Cents yd

Cent School Hose 8 Cents pr

Women's blalck or tan Lisle Hose, good fitting, good
wearing, fast colors.
Special assortment of Royal Worchester and Thomson's Corsets.

in

21

Cent

All new Fall Neckwear marked to eell for 35c included in this lot; also all 30c and 35c Itufflings.

partment of agriculture, on "Fundamental Problems in Highway Improvement"; Dr. Edward K. Graham, president of the University of North Carolina, on "The Banker and the Larger
Citizenship"; Dr. C. G. Hopkins, of the
University of Illinois, on "Soil Fertility Greatest Necessity and the Best
Investment," and Dr. J. D, Bggleston,
president of the Virginia Polytechnic
institute, on "Educating the Producer."
The proceedings will be brought to
a close Thursday afternoon, with the
disposal of unfinished busfyess and
the election and installation of new of
fleers.
The business sessions of the con
with
vention will, be interspersed
many elaborate features Of entertaincommitlocal
the
menf prepared by
tees. One of the most notable features
of the entertainment program will be
a trip down the historic James river
and a visit to Jamestown, the site
of the landing of the first English

OPERATING

EAST LAS VEGAS CASE

It Proves That There's a Way Out for
Many Suffering East Las Vegas

Folks

Just another report

25 Cent I" Onyx" Hose 20 Cents' pr

35 Cens Neckwear

1

ANOTHER

Toile du Nord Ginghams in Fancy Dress Ginghams, plaids, nurse stripes, etc.; all are guaranteed
sun and tub proof.

15

and 432,32 miles of spurs and built
last year only 3.65 miles of new track.
It had 1.329.S5 miles of telegraph, 5,- 4431.82 miles of wire.
There were in
New Mexico 154 stone bridges, 467
iron bridges, three wooden bridges,
694 tresjtles and two tunnels1.
The railroad In New Mexico consumed 456,848 tons of coal at $1.85 a
ton; '1,997.934 gallons of fuel oil at
.01234 a' gallon; 658 cords of wood at
$3.54 per cord, the average being almost eight tons of fuel per mile.
Casualties
During the year 13 people were
killed on the road in New Mexico,
nine of 'them while trespassing. The
other foiur killed were employes. Injured were 112 employes, 42 passengers, four postal clerks and 20 persons
while trespassing.
(Character of Freight
The mines furnished the greatest
amount pf the freight originating, in
New Mexico, a total of 2,961,796 tons,
the bulk of which, of course, was coal.
Lumber ) amounted to 82,793 tons;
merchandise to 35,353 tons; agricultural products 32,255 tons, of which
23.249 tons were hay, 5,012 tons grain,
0
1,937 tons fruit and vegetables;
tons, were manufactured goods;
and 14,235 tons live stock products.
16,-75-

Made of good quality lawn, imitation hand embroidery.

COST

NOT EQUAL TO

AVERAGE

of a case in
East Las yegas. Another typical case.
Kidney ailments relieved in East Las
Vegas with Doans Kidney Pills.
H. C. ILeahy, locomotive fireman,
25 Railroad Ave., East Las Vegas,
says: "About three years ago my back
and kidneys were giving me trouble.
Nothing helped me until I used Dean's
Kidney Plls. They took away the
pains In my back and put me in good
shape again. Those who follow rail
roading ae often subject to kidney
ailments. (The jolting of the train Is
bad and ope. doing that work needs a
strong back. I am glad that I know
of Doan's Kidney Pills, as they can be
depended 'upon."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney pills the same that
Mr. Leahy had. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Props., Buffalo, N. T. Adv.
HICKMAN-FOS-

WEDDING

S

Boston, Oct. 10. A notable wed
SANTA FE'S EXPENSES IN NEW ding today was that of Miss Esther
Foss, daughter of former Governor
MEXICO NOT UNUSUALLY
HIGH
Eugene N. Foss aind Mrs. Foss, and
Albert Hickman of Canada. The cereSaiuta Fe, Oct. 10. Intensely inter- mony took place In the early afteresting and in some respects surpris- noon et the Foss summer residence
ing are the traffic statistics of the In Cohasset, Owing to the fact that
Santa Fe system in New Mexico, filed the bfidegrdom' is a British subject,
with the state corporation commission and his country at war, the wedding
yesterday. Contrary to the general wab small and informal. Miss Helen
impression, it costs the Santa Fe less, Foss, the twin sister of the bride, was
in proportion to income, to operate its the maid of honor and only attendant.
system In New Mexico than the aver
age for the entire system, for the op- STOCK SHOW AT FORT WORTH
Fort Worth, Tex., Oct. 10. The an
settlers In America- erating expense for the entire system
The principal musical event will be was 04.33 per cent of the operating nual exhibition of the National Feeda grand concert at the City Auditor revenue, but in New Mexico it was ers and Breeders' " Horse and Fat
'
ium. Alma Gluclc, Antonio Scottl and only 00.08 per cent.
Stock Show association wast opened
at the permanent grounds here today
other world famous artists will con-

tribute to the program.

The Governor's Ball will be the
f rowning social event of the week.
This great reception and hall will "be
given on Tuesday night in one of the
large armories. Governor Stuart will
head the receiving line.
Richmond will afford opportunity to
all lovers of golf to Indulge freely in
the game while in attendance at the
convention, as the directors of the
Country Club of Virginia and Ihe
Hermitage Golf club have tendered
the hospitality of their clubs and lin'cs
to all delegates and guests.
Many special functions have been
arranged for the pleasure and entertainment of the ladies who accompany
the delegates. Chief among these will
be a reception and tea to be given at
the Commonwealth club on Monday
afternoon and a luncheon at the
Country Club of Virginia on Wednesday Many minor social "events, con
certs and theater parties willje given and there will be dally automobile rides to points of Interest in and
around the city.

J. W. Hoopes oi.
and the head of the several
O'LEARY ESCAPES
'landing committees. The initial Pes
i
Men will he hrouRht, to a close with
Santa Fe, Oeto. 10. Jack O'Leary,
a.i address by Marti i v. Utleton of whose sensational arrest in the Plaza
New York.
at Santa Fe, one Sunday during a band

The leading feature of the afternoon
pession will be an address on the
"Federal Reserve System," by
Carter Glass, cnairman of
1he house committee on
hanking and
currency.
Agricultural credits and closer cooperation between the bankers and
the farmers- will be the general subject of discussion at the Thursday
mc ruing session.
The proceedings
will he opened with the
report of the
funiculi ural commission,
presented by
Chairman B. F. Harris of Champaign.

17c

$1.25 Corsets 89 Cent

Curtains,

Embroideries 3c yd

both edgings' and Insertions.

A GOOD

Lace

Embroideries 9c yd

Cambric Kerechiefs, hemmed; an extra good school
numher.

Disc.

of

We have a- very large line
including new Filet Curtains.

A,

Good ribbed school Hose, black only.

This is a spacially good value, white and ecru,
fancy borders.; 12 different patterns, all new.
3

c

Including all of our 12o to
both edgings and insertions.

Wl

30 Cent Curtain Goods 22 Cents yd
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Traffic Figures
During the last fiscal year the Santa
Fe carried 810,958 passengers, or more
than twice the entire population of
New Mexico, an average of 163 miles
each in New Mexico. The total revenue from that source was

under

conditions that point to the
show of its kind ever held
m uie Boumwest.
xne snow comprises manr carloads of exhibits from
all parts of Texas and from Oklaho
ma, NeW Mexico, Arizona, Colorado
and other states. The Judging of ex
At the same time the system car- hibits was Commenced today and will
ried 6,319,144 tons of freight in New be continued until the close of the
Mexico, or more than one billion tons exhibition iext Saturday.
one mile, yielding a total freight revenue of $9,680,439.24,
The total revTt jP'OUR attention is re-enue in New Mexico was $13,946,280.02
enectfuUy called to
while the operating expenses were

greatest

$3,247,-820.4-

vr

$8,378,942.09,

Employes

'

and Wages

The company gave employment in
New Mexico to 6,631 men, who earned a total of $4,294,1 10.57 or $2.63 a
day. More than
of the employes, 2,342- - are trackmen
earning
$1.43 a day on the average. One-fiftare1 laborers
earning an average of
$2.16 a day. Next in number are the
shopmen, getting $2,62 a day. Station men number 393, earning $1.94
daily; trainmen, 381 earning $3,73 a
day; firemen, 212 earning $4.20;
194 earning
$6.58 a day;
stationary firemen, 190 earning $2.28;
machinists, 179 earning $4.37; con
ductors number 138 and so do tele
graph operators, but the former get
$6 a day on the average and the latter only $2.97, or less than one-hal-f
as much; the 114 carpenters get $2.92
a day each, the 108 office clerks $2.84
a day; 91 station agents $2.47 a day;
19 switch tenders $2.01 a day and the
18 officials $8.15 daily.
Expenditure
7
For maintenance or way
were expended last year, maintenance of equipment, $2,528,330.40;
traffic expenses amounted to $31 B,- 619.86; transportation
expenses to
and general expenses
$3,672,513.54;
one-thir- d

h

concert, on the charge of violating the
Mann white slave act, caused much
talk, triumphed in the federal court
today, the grand jury returning a no
true bill, which means his discharge
from bond. Similarly a no true bill
waa returned In the charge against
Hrnry Crant of Ablcjuli of falsi return to the auditor for the postoffice
also to the charges
department,
against Teofilo Apodaca,, Juan Vigil,
Jcsp-pG. Giney, perjury;
Sacarias
Padilla', selling liquor to an Indian; J.
W. Elliott, Guy Elliott, Williams,
It!. Thofport will he
James W. Gould, perjury; Al- $315,033.02,
followed by
ri .aa&rcsseg presented by Logan bert A. Aldington, white slavery;
Trackage
WflbT Tags, director of the
The Santa Fe operates in New Mex
public there beln? IS no true bill and 20
reads bnreau of the rmted State de true bills refumeiT today.
ico J.377.85 miles of main line track
$1,547,-444.4-

an important point
not generally known,
that a laxative should have
a tonic element to successfully meet constipation.

Mr. John B. Capers, of 610 Pecan
St, Fort Worth, Texas, had a significant experience In this particular.
He waa afflicted with a Eevere case of
constipation and bowel trouble. Ha
spent a good deal of money In trying
to find a remedy. To hia astonishment, Perunk very quickly relieved
him of his bad

symptoms,
This happened a

fI
I

number of years
ago. Since then,

that Via Viaa ladV
similar attacks of V
trouble, tha.promi
nent symptom of
which la constipa- tlon, and has

t

al-w-

found
and1 eff-

prompt
icient

relief

from

Peruna, He fcays:
"Up to the time I
started using your
Peruna I could
.tnV
like water.

nil

I

I r'r

It did1""

J

-

.

--

As for
np
salts, they were of no use. Physics of
all kinds and classes were used, but
we had to call on the fountain syringe
for he'p." Peruna was able to correct this condition completely in Mr.
Capers' ciaae, and there ia every reason 1o ' jlleve that it was tho tonic
qualLt!:if Peruna, added to the laxative p'lafjlles, that procured this Very
result.
good.

qo

J
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AN AMOROUS

MUM
HINK.

By GILBERT

(Copyright.)

Harold Stout was an anemic youth
with great aspirations.
His physical appearance and his
Christian name the latter hitched
to him before he had passed the bald
and ruddy stage of early cradlehood
led people who knew him to remark
that he would probably never amount
to much.
The people were, In

a sense, correct
In their inferences; but Harold was a
fair hand with a tennis racket and
thought well of himself.
Anyway, In the absence of some one
more herculean, he is hereby assigned
to duty as the hero of this particular
story.
Kindly overlook his shortcomings.
From early childhood he always kept
his hair parted at the proper angle
and smoothed correctly over his fore
head. This practice of boyhood led
inevitably to the proper thing in neck
ties, trousers properly creased and
furled above shoes that could be de
pended upon to be somewhere near
the prevailing style, although a little
too large, perhaps, to be called nifty.
Harold was a prime favorite with
the young suffragists in the town
where he boarded with his folks. He
waa fairly at home on the blandishing
line, and his work never interfered
with his social duties.
He spent his evenings away from
home, If the social elect of the town
had anything in the way of appropriate diversion scheduled. Being a good
waltzer, and also able to turn the
leaves of the latest popular song for
the lady at the piano without spiking
rethe harmony with an
versal, he had a chance to meet all of
the nice girls of the town, and was
often seen escorting one or more of
them home after the hosteBS had been
thanked for the Ice cream.
Sooner or later, Harold had walked
home with every young woman in the
town, and the rougher boys, who
couldn't go to a party without wilting
down a collar, began to hate him.
With all of his social appearances,
Harold was not in love. The young
women probably considered him very
nice in the capacity of an attendant,
but demurred at taking him to support.
There came a time, though, when
Harold slipped off into the abyss of
love, and having never been in the
abyss before, he felt strange.
Two sisters twin sisters constituted the stumbling block over which
he lost his equilibrium. He met them,
one pleasant evening, at an informal'
affair at the home of Miss Spotts. The
affair was informal because Miss
Spotts' father, a blacksmith, desired
to live an unpretentious life.
The twins were named Louise and
Elolse, respectively and respectfully.
They looked very much the same. It
was easy to tell them apart when
they were tagged. Otherwise not.
When Harold was Introduced, he
told them they looked very much alike.
They replied that they had been told
the same thing before, which was
probably true, as they had resembled
each other all along.
The remark, however inane, was the
wedge which broke up the conversation into convenient blocks.
They
learned that he liked tennis, because
it was an outdoor game, but disliked
football, because the players became
too dusty. He learned that they were
practicing a duet and liked banana
cream, but couldn't row.
After the party adjourned Harold
found himself walking home with the
d
of the
twins. He supplied
conversation, but didn't presumeto
distinguish between Louise and
He avoided any mistake by
saying "Miss Stone," which was the
last name of either of the twins on
their father's side.
They walked slowly on the way
borne, and were much better acquainted when they arrived, which shows
that Harold was alive to the situation.
Before leaving for his own home he
decapitated a rose in the- front lawn
at the home of the Misses Stone; and
in the quiet of his room kissed its
petals, afterward putting it carefully
r
away in a
catalogue to
.

one-thir-
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There were other symptoms of love
noticeable before Harold retired, and
when he awoke the next morniug he
was broken out with it.
He was a youth who came to conclusions and meals quickly. He developed a case of mumps in four days
after being exposed, which shows that
tn was, in a way, quite precocious.
Being thus constituted, he knew
right off that he was in love with one
of the twins. Not being able to distinguish between them, he was unable to
say which one he loved, but he was
certain he could tell In two guesses.
The conviction that he was uncertain which Miss Stone he loved troubled him greatly at his work the day
following his Introduction, and one
customer complained that he put
strawberry flavor In the ice cream
soda when she bad specifically requested pineapple flavor.
This is put in to emphasize that Harold was1 disconcerted, and not as a reflection on his ability to draw soda.
He saw the twins frequently after
the flrBt meeting, and did bis best to
monopolize both of them until he could
learn to distinguish between them, but
finally gave it up with the decision
that he would never know them apart
until he bought the solitaire for one of
them. But which one? And tho mrn- -

Harold puzzled over this perplexing
question the more difficult It seemed
of solution.
He finally decided that he was not
in love with either of the twins, but
with both of them, collectively and in
the plural. This was an unusual predicament, he thought, and he lost
three pounds In a week worrying
about it.
His mother became alarmed and put
a plaster on hia chest. Harold, like a
dutiful son, submitted, although he
knew that a plaster on his chest
would not palliate his peculiar malady.
Every time he saw the twins they
were always together hbj affection
and his affliction grew deeper. At last,
In pure
he determined to
end the uncertainty by proposing to
either Louise or Eloise.
He didn't care which he married, for
they would move away after marriage,
perhaps, and be happy.
The very next evening he called on
'
the Misses Stone.
He had done so very frequently, so
they had no reason to suspect the import of his visit.. They greeted him
with unusual warmth, it seemed to
Harold, and his flagging determination
crystalized. Shortly after he arrived
on his amorous errand, one of the
twins withdrew from the little parlor,
and Harold took a flying leap at his
opportunity.
Rushing to the side of the remaining
twin, he blurted out his confession of
love and asked her, mincing his words somewhat, to become his
beautiful, blushing bride, the details to
be arranged later. She had started to
reply when the sister suddenly returned, after which the evening waned
deep-seate-

d

slowly.
No other opportunity of settling the
dilemma arising, Harold prepared to
leave, thinking meanwhile of another
night of tossing in Indecision.
One of the twins walked with him
to the curb when he departed, and,

having every reason to suspect she
was the one to whom he had tried to
propose In the parlor, he reiterated his
proclamation of deep devotion as well
as his suggestion of wedding bells at
an early date.
The twin asked him for time to
think it over. She would reply to the
momentous question on the following
day.

Early the following morning a messenger came to the drug store with a
note for Harold. It was inclosed in a
pale blue envelope and was delicately
scented with violet. It ran:
Dear Boy:

I was surprised last night by your proposal and take this means of accepting.
Come up tonight, and let us break the

glad news to lister and mother.
Devotedly,
LOUISE

Harold's heart gave a flutter with
the glad emotion of ownership. The
sun seemed very bright, and the fizz
of the soda had a more pleasant gurgle.

Another messenger arrived with a

note for Harold. It was inclosed In a
pale pink envelope and was delicately

scented with heliotrope.
Probably a note of congratulation
from Eloise, thought Harold.
He was not mistaken. It was from
Eloise, all right, and ran:
Harold:

How did you guess that I love you?
Of course I accept your love, and will
marry you in June. Devotedly,

ELOISE.

The world grew black, and Harold
went home feeling 111.
That night, without bidding adieu to
anyone, he flagged a train a mile west
of town and went farther west, where
he decided to remain.
Years later, after he had married a
farmer's daughter, his wife became the
mother of twin daughters.
Harold thought it would be nice to
call one of them Louise and the other
Eloise, because they looked so much
alike.

LURED TO DEATH BY WOLVES

FIRST

THBEE-OD-

R

IN

TURRETS

IllICA
NEVADA IS TO

THE BATTLESHIP

EQUIPPED WITH MODERN MACHINERY

BE

Quincy, Mass., Oct. 10 Preparations
are being made at the Fore River"
ship yards here for the installation
on the battleship Nevada of the first
three-guturrets ever placed on, any
These turrets
American battleship
will be the best protected of any la
the world, and they will be the heaviest ever set up, weighing on the average about 80 tons.
amount
There is necessarily a
of work before the turrets may be set
in their proper places, putting in pro- rftpO.kH fOT the me
tAstHwA arrnnr
LCVUIt " ... vj . plnw
chanical appliances used to operate
and carry ammunition to the turrets,
laying the traicks on which the massive pieces of armor ace moved and
(planing off the bottom of the turrets
to get them perfectly adjusted. AH
of this work is well along towards
completion, so that the first turret
probably will be hoisted aboard the
Nevada next week.
Each of these turrets will have
three
guns, the most powerful
of any United States .battleship and
rivalled by only a few guns in the
British and German fleets. These
guns weigh on the average about
147,500 pounds and measure 53 feet
in length. Perhaps nothing shows the
superiority of the new guns more
clealrly than the charges they will be
able to throw against an enemy,
pounds in weight and containing
a much larger amount of high explosive to cause damage when it hits
the mark, compared with an
pieces.
projectile for the
turrets are
Two of these three-guto be set up, one on the forecastle
deck and one on the quarter deck,
with a twogun turret behind and
slightly above each. Thus there will
be five
guns facing ahead and
ai similar numher facing astern, with
ability to concentrate the fire of ail
ten guns at either aide or almost directly ahead or, asteral The tremendous advantage of such an arrangement has made a deep impression on
naval authorities the world over.
The New York and Texas, the only
American ships In commission with
guns, carry them mounted in
turrets instead of fovr
five two-gu- n
as on the Nevada and her sister Bhip,
the Oklahoma, which is being constructed by the New York Ship Building compamy at Camden," N. J.
The side armor of the Nevada is
well along towards all being in place,
but it la fiyured that between three
and four months will be needed to
complete this work. Owing to the
fact that the Nevada will use only oil
for fuel she will have but one smokestack and will he able to concentrate
her boilers in the middle of the ship
and afford them heretofore unknown,
security in the form of the heaviest
armor ever employed for this purpose.
n
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HEADACHY,
BILIOUS,

--

COSTIVE,
CASCARETS"

Squaws Who Set Out in Search of TONIGHT! CLEAN YOUR BOWELS
Missing Child Met Same Fat
AND END HEADACHES, COLDS,
as the Little One.
SOUR STOMACH
A Labrador missionary, says Mortimer Batten in the Wide World, told
me a curious story which occurred on
the Labrador coast some years ago.
One night the little daughter of a certain brave was missing, and, on discovering the child's tracks in the
snow, a party of squaws set out to
look for her. What was their alarm
When, a little way from camp, they
found that the footprints of a great
gray wolf accompanied those of the
child.
The brute did not appear to
have harmed herr but had apparently
frisked along ahead, enticing the child
In
farther and farther from camp.
all probability the child mistook it for
a dog and followed readily, though
the superstitious Indians, of course,
believed that the brute had exercised
some devilish influence over her.
Darkness was creeping on, and, though
much afraid, the squaws continued to
follow the tracks of the wolf and the
child.
Night found them far from
home, when what was their horror to
find that they themselves had been
deceived, and were now surrounded
Only one squaw survived
by wolves!
the night of horror that ensued, to return next morning to bear tidings of
the calamity to camp.

Here Wag Bravery.

Pat, Mike and Terry went to war.
During a battle Mike's arm was shot
oft. Running to Pat he cried: "Oh,
shot off."
Pat, Oi've had roe ar-rPat turned to him in disgust.
"Quit yer howlin'. Look at Terry
over there. He's had his head shot ofi
ha oln't Bfluln' a word."

Get a

box.'

Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and
foul breath always trace them to
torpid liver; delayed, fermenting food
in the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the intestines, instead of being cast out of
into the
the system ia
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, Bickering headache.
Cascare immediately cleanse the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and poisons In the bowels. .
A Cascaret
tonight

will

straighten youj out by morning.
wcrk while you sleep--a
from your druggist means your
clear, stomach sweet and your
and bowels regular for months.
NEW

surely
They
box
head
liver
Adv.

STOCK YARDS

Santa Fe, Octj. 10. The entire com
munity at Shoemaker, Mora county,
expresses gratitude to the state
commission, through J. P.
Van Houten, for inducing the Sanut
Fe railway to lease a piece of ground
2
by 100 feet for stock yards which
will enable every shipper of stock to
load without loss or shrinkage.

,

POWERSIO RETIRE
OFF

II

TRIPLE

ALLIANCE
GERMANY THINKS ENGLAND AND
WILL DESERT
FRANCE
THE RUSSIANS

(Associated Press Correspondence.)
The Hague, Sept. 16. Tho present
attitude of Germany towards England,
France and Russia! is described in an
editorial of the Berliner Tageblat of
September 14, which after admitting
that the German advance in the west
has been checked, while considerable
victories for the German arms have
been obtained in the eastern theater
of war, says:
"Europe 'is to be compared to the
hack of a cornered boar from whose
We
tiides the blood is streaming.
in
us
who
of
of
those
hardly speak
the German, colonies and in Kiao
Chow are calling for help. We think
of them, but do not speak of them.
"The English and French newspapers have Tecently said that the resolution of the powers of the triple entente not to make peace without consulting one another had made a painful impression in Germany. We hope
between
that this understanding
Messrs. Grey, Poincare and Iswalsky
surprised nobody here. Those who
think calmly knew this before the
first cannon shot was fired. But this
formal assurance was merely made to
show us the futility of this war and
successes In France.
"The indication in the French
press are that the declaration was
slso intended to quiet the French peo'This
ple!.
writes the Petit - Paris ian,
'finds a justified echo throughout the
'
allied countries. It will bring the
pessimists to silence, who already are
shaking their heads and whose fears
are an insult to Russian siaminai,
French endurance, English loyalty.'
The Petit Journal calls the declaration
en answer to 'the tendency to doubt
and to the cowardly and perfidious
whispers which during the last few
days have made the rounds in the
population in favor of a despicable
enemy.'
"But we may accept that a favor-Tifbl- e
presentation of the French successes along the Marue have again
filled the sceptics with hope. There
are in Franco people, .however, who
have not been the guests of the crar,
who unlike the Paris papers do not
gain by supporting the alliance, whose
personal fate does not depend upon
that of Russia, and whose brain is
clear "enough to reason logically to
Jinai results. The promise that France
is to sacrifice herself to the very last
dregs for Russia cannot be reassuring to such Frenchmen.
"The Times,' in a very beautiful
leader, has presented to them the
British resolution not to end this war.
'Whatever happens in the west,' says
this article, 'Russia and we will continue the war if necessary for 20
yeairs.' It is then pointed out, as did
Mr. Asquith, that German industry
and commerce are in a bad way, a
condition which would continue until
Germany had surrendered the territories occupied and had paid the
imposed.

"What were the feelings of the
French when they read the words of
a booster who talks
loudly because he
imagines England secure against the
suffering of this war? Twenty years
is a long time when the army of the
enemy
occupies the center of the
country. No, even the pledges of the
Times are not sufficient to ban the
pessimism which made itself felt in
France In all the comment made on
the situation there Is but one instance
that could impress the French. The
Petit Parisien asserts that Ciermany
Intends to tell the Russian and English: 'We will crush France and will
then be ready to make peace with
you at the expense of France.' But
this assertion is false, and the facts
will demonstrate how false they are,
"We are at war with France because, in consequence of an impolitic
alliance, and misled by intriguers, it
was brought to the side of Russia,
But we are principally concerned with
the reduction of Russia. In her direction we see the diminution and
weakening of a giant and the making
of guarantees the moral idea of this
great war and the grand goal for
which, if necessary, we will continue
to fight for 20 years, even In spite
of the fact that since the days of
Lemberg we do no longer underestimate the magnitude ot the task.
"Even! those masters
of cheap
phrases who do not look death in the
eye as do our brave soldiers in the
field, must realize that only the complete victory of the Germans over the
Russians can secure the position of
Germany's future and that a peace
treaty otherwise1 would he a scrap of
Iaper without; value. As we hope and
believe, the moment will come when
the affair which France has forced
upon us against our wishes will end
favorably for us and when we will be
in position to concentrate our efforts
agaiinst the Russians. We will see
then whether the English and French
will still have the inclination to drag
on the war in favor of Russia indefinitely. One will then have to ask the
French: Have those of you who have
no personal interests In Russia not
paid enough? And then England will
be asked with most appreciable emphasis: Are you willing to risk more
for Russia's might and aggrandizement--if
necessary for 20 years?"
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Taft at Yale.

If Allowed to Become Round In Ea
Life the Condition la Hard to
Remedy Later.

,

NOT THE MAN SHE WANTED
Probably Lucky for Caller That
tlm of Mistake Was

There Is Hardly A. Woman

Vio--

,

Good-Nature- d

Individual.

Who Does Not Rely Upon
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

CHURCH OF TK'B IMMACULATE
CONCEPTIO N Adrian
Raheyrolla,

pastor.

First mass

" I had inflammation,

6:30 a. m.; second mass

Princeton, 111.
it 10 a. m. Sunday school lrv English
hard headaches in the back of my neck and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
and a weakness all 8:30
p. m. Rosary and benediction
caused by female
blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
the
it
trouble, and I took ax.
,
Lydia E. Pinkham's
ComSunday school lor ErgHsh speakVegetable
pound with such ex- ing and Spanish speaking children
cellent results that I every Sunday at 1:30 p. n.
am now feeling fine.
I recommend the
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR,2 Compoundand praise
7 it to ell.
ROWS
Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,
I shall be
Pastor.
i
have
to
you
glad
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday
publish my letter.
a
is
There scarcely neighbor around me excepted.
who does not use your medicine. " Mrs.
Second mass 8 am. Sermon In
J. F. Johnson, R. No. 4, Box 30, PrinceThis Is Children's mass but
English.
ton, Illinois.
everybody is welcome, especially the
Experience of a Nurse.
English speaking people. Hymns renPoland,N.Y. "In my experience as a dered toy the children under the direcnurse I certainly think Lydia E. Pink- tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
ham's Vegetable Compound is a great
Third mass at 10 a. m. Sermon In
medicine. I wish all women with feSpanish.
male troubles would take it I took it
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
when passing through the Change of
At 4 p. m. May devotion and beneLife with great results and I always recommend the Compound to all my pa- diction of the blessed sacrament.
tients if 1 know of their condition in
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
time. I wiH gladly do all I can to help Insaua mass
every fourth Sunday by
others to know of this great medicine. "
reverend
the
pastor.
HerMrs. Horace Newman, Poland,
kimer Co., N. Y.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
If you are ill do not drag along until
mornan operation is necessary, but at once Regular services every Sunday
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
Compound.
evening at 8 o'clock in Carnegie LiIf yon want special advice write brary.

Mir

v rri i

Lydia E.Pinkliam Medicine Co.,

(confidential) Lynn, Mass.

FIRST M. E. CHUHCH Cprf-Etgh- th
and National arenue. Rev. Jfl.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League) 6:30 p. m. Evening worsermon at 7:30 o'clock.
with
ship
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
all who have no other place of wor
ship to attend divine services at tills
church.

POPULATION INCREASES
Santa Fe, Oct. 10. Guadalupe county is one dry farming section that has
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This brings to many minds an old an3
tried family remedyan external ap- plication Known as "Motners riena.
During' the period of expectancy It Is
applied to the abdominal muscles and Is
fiesiimed to soothe the intricate network
In this manner It
of nerves Involved.
has such a splendid Influence as to Justify
Its use In all cases of coming motherhood.
It has been generally recommended for years and years and thosa
who have used It speak In highest praise
of the immense relief it affords. Partlo- ularly do these knowing mothers speak
of the absence of morning sickness,
absence of strain on the ligaments and
freedom from those many other distresses which are usually looked forward
to with so much concern.
There is no question but what
"Mother's Friend" has a marked tendency
to relieve the mind and this of itself In
addition to the physical relief has fjiven
it a very wide popularity among women.
It Is absolutely safe to use, renders
the skin pliable. Is penetrating In Its
nature and Is composed of those embrc-;atiobest suited to thoroughly lubrl-:at- e
the nerves, muscles, tendons and
igaments Involved.
You can obtain "TOothers Friend
at
llmoBt any drug store.
It is preparea only Dy Braanela Beg- jlator Co., 401 Lamur ISldg., Atlantu, Ga.

1
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Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.

p. m.

Fifteen years ago or bo, when one of
our Central street business men was
considerably younger than he Is now,
an(j ne would not be considered old
now, a very pleasant woman who was
not acquainted with him came to the
.
store and asked if he was Mr.
He replied that he was, and she proceeded with her errand.
It developed that an Old Folks' serv
ice was to be given by some church or-ganizatlon on a certain night several
s pres
evenings hence and Mr.
ence was greatly desired.- Would he
come if a carriage called at his house?
Somewhat taken aback, at being
placed in the class with the aged, Mr.
replied very courteously that as
he had ridden 3,500 miles that summer
on his bicycle, he doubted if he could
get into a carriage, but if they would
be willing to send a drag, he thought
perhaps he would be able to go.
By this time one of his business associates was climbing into the shelter
of the safe and another was crawling
under the counter. Not till the some-wha- t
dazed woman had left the store
did It occur to any of them that Mr.
's father should have been the recipient of the invitation. Franklin (N.
H.)

B. Y. P. TX. 6:30 p. m.
If you are without a church
We can help you.
come!
If you are looking for church work
You can help us.
come!
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Rev,
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
street
Minister.
H.
J.
Whistler,
Eighth
and Main avenue.
9:45 a. m. Bible School.
11:00 a. m. Communion and ser
mon on "The ttwening I'lace oi uou.
7:30 p. m. Evening worship with
sermon on "The Peace of the World,
or the Present and Future of War."

English-American-

office.

SHOULDERS OF CHILD

The general appearance of one afflicted with round shoulders and flat
chest is quite familiar to the observer.
The head projects forward, the shoul .
ders droop and the chest Is narrow
and flat. The shoulder blades stKk
out prominently and the abdomen protrudes. Children with round shoulders are as a rule below the average
In muscular development and lack
vigor, are clumsy in their movements,
and walk heavily.
There are three kinds of round
shoulders, the ordinary round back,
the round hollow back and the round
back due to forward displacement of
the shoulders. During the years of
growth, posture will usually take caro
of itself, if constant changes are allowed. Change is instinctive and automatic in the child and the varied activities are sufficient to lead it along normal lines. If, from Inherent weakness
or the confinement of school life with-plaout the relief of games and
this J
normal development be hindered. the
.
result will soon show in the spine.
The causes of round shoulders ers
those general conditions which produce muscular or constitutional weakness, like rapid growth, overwork, bafl
air in schools or the home, acute illness, unhygienic surroundings, or general lack of exercise. It Is probabla
that a weakness of the will Is a mora
y,

Important
the muse'

cauBe

than weakness
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Optic office.
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The "THERMAX"

Electric Coffee Percolator
makes delicious coffee without boUicJ.

The

Pat-tent-

ed

Pumping Device will

Save

S

i on Your Coffee QUI...

as less fjround coffee is required t!;an wlita made
cy other methods., A Fusil! a Fl. j Z:ldy Device
does away with all chances of fire cr Jirire to the
percolator or table.
The "THERMAX" Percolator is c '.
certain as to results. No vu! ".
A "twitch of the switch" and i.i a
ready. You can make

T

5 Cops at a cost cl

s;

ut

III

That is if you will sell us your old coffee pot for
$1.00. If not the price wiH be

SHE

TAFT-BOWER-

!

Wow
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Was $7.00

to-Ja-
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increased in population since last year
A careful
estimate of war and the
if the school census is a criterion. The
tendency to universal 'peace. Congrecounty superintendent reports 3,601
gational singing, led by the chorus.
persons of school agei as against 3,483
The congregation will sins "Faith of-are
2,553
Of
these
Spanishlast year.
Our Fathers." A vocal duet, "SomeAmericans as against 2,465 last year,
time, Somewhere" (Adams).
s
as
and 1,048
Everybody will receive a most
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH hearty welcome to worship with this
against 1,018 last year. Santa Rosa
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug church; Voluntary offerings, no col
returns 337 persons of school census
avenue and Tenth street las
21
5
and
is
(between
years;
that
age
lections.
m
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Vaughn 265 and Sunnyside or Fort
There are. many times when one Sumner 204. Thus far only nine o'clock.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Bible study and Sunday school ses Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National
man questions another's actions and counties have returned their school
sion at 9:45 a. m.
motives. Men act differently under cersus.
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Societv of Christian Endeavor at I Fiiclitfisnth Sundav after Trinity,
The quesdifferent circumstances.
' .
'
- .
,
6:30 p. m.
tion is, what, would you do right now
1.AND THROWN OPEN
October 11, 1914. 'r
if you had a severe cold? Could you
.The church extends a most hearty
Santa Fe, Oct, 10. On November
Supday School, 9:45.
do better than to take Chamberlain's 10, an Immense area of public lands welcome to all people. Visitors and
Holy Communion,' 7:30.
wel
InIn
the city especially
Cough Remedy? It la highly recom- in the Santa Fe district, which
sojourners
prayer and sermon 11.
Morning
mended by people who have used it cludes Bernalillo, Santa Fe, Sando corned.
service at 11 o'clock:
of
Order
for years and know its value. Mrs. val, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Taos,
407,
For Thee, O Dear, Dear
Hymn
O. E, Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- Ppn Juan, McKinley and
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
portions of
Country.
berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its Mora and Colfax counties, will be Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant.
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
weight in gold and I take pleasure in thrown open to entry under the en
Gloria Patrl, Chant.
recommending it." For sale by all larged homestead act. .There are 42
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Te Deura Laudamua in E Flat.
dealers. Adv
townships, or portions of townships
Sunday morning a sermon by the
Benedictus, Chant.
thus added to the public domain avail pastor.
Sermon.
Hi
CITIZENSHIP RESTORED
able for filing under this act. The
"Jesus As Seen by the Revelation."
30, To Thy Temple I Repair.
Hymn
7
m.
Santa Fe, Oct. 10. Before leaving townships are widely scattered over
p.
Young People's meeting,
Solo, "He Was Despised and Reject
for Albuquerque today, with Slate the district.
Evening service, 8 p. m.
ed of Men."
A.
1.
No.
Governor
"Ben Bur," lecture
French,
Engineer James
Hymn 478, Holy Offerings, Rich and
McDonald by paidou restored to citi- Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even Rare.
8 p. m.
zenship Madison H, Price sentenced
They hang on all' winter If not ing,
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
from Lincoln county, to serve two to
This
church welcomes any who are
serious
and
the
for,
way
pave
checked,
Recessional
450, All Hall the Power
1910.
four years for perjury on June 2,
throat and. lung diseases. Get a bot- sad, grieved or lonely, friendless or of Jesus' Name.
He also appointed the following notor
tle of Foley's Honey and, Tar Com- hopeless; all who love the Gospel,
fhis church Is open dally for pri
aries public: Porfirio Abreu, Penasco,
whosoever will.
and take it freely.
Stops need a Savior, and to
pound,
vate
prayer and meditation.
A.
Taos county; Arthur
Klein,, My ndus,
wide Its doors and bids you
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed it opens
The choir will meet for rehearsal
common
Luna county; John Humphrey Boyd,
our
of
to
the
house
welcome
throat, loosens the phlegm . and Is
"
in church tonight at 7:15 o'clock. A
Oscuro, Lincoln county; William C.
Father.
mildly laxative. Best for children
full and prompt attendance requested.
the
music
Howard, Livingston, Eddy county.
The ushers will seat you,
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
The Ladies' Guild will meet at 2:30
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. will please you, the Gospel will satisfy o'clock on Tuesday with Mrs. W. J.
you, and the people are friendly.
Adv.
Lucas, Eighth and Columbia streets.
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
CERTIFICATES GRANTED
CUBA'S DAY TO CELEBRATE
Columbia and National avenue.
Havana,
Cuha, Oct. 10. This being
Santa Fe, Oct. 10. A big hatch of
James E. Richard, pastor.
forty-sixt- h
the
anniversary of the be
y
was
teachers 'certificates
signed
Hours of service::
r
war for indeof the
ginning
of
Assistant
Superintendent
by
was
observed as
the
pendence,
day
Public Instruction Filadelfo Baca:
wouldn't believe
a
national holiday. The public effices
San
WISHED
Thomas
Grade
Williams,
First
X the difference in the
in Havana were close!, as were nearta Rosa; J. W. Thompson, Clayton;
coal bills," said Mrs. Comly all of the places ot business. The
Miss
Farmington;
Daisy Morris,
COULD
fort. "Last year we did the
public and other building. were dec
Adine Spruce, Quay; Margaret Thompwith Cuban flags. The cele
orated
usual thing started the
Louise Vallandigham,
son, "Belen;
bration was marked by a large
fire as soon as it began to
Portales;
Boucher,
Demlng; Maybelle
And Be Free From Her Trocllcs, amount of enthusiast"!.
Mabel Mudge, Carlsbad; Edith Dan
get chilly and kept it going
but Fm&$ Better Yaj,
iels. Portales; Mrs. Wilma P. Dillard,
right through the winter.
WEDDING
Etta
Hudeburgh,
Mary
Carlsbad;
This year we have a
10. Invitations
Oct.
Washington,
.
H.
Gower, Jr.,
Lakewood; Chalmers
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time," have been issued for the wedding of
Perfection Smokeless Oil
Miss
McKean,
fimnia
Alamogordo;
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place. Miss Martha Wheaton Bowers, daughHeater."
Taos; Arthur Adair, Las Cruces; Eth- "1 wished I would die and be relieved
Of my (suffering, from womanly troubles. ter of the late solicitor general,
el Forbes, Portales; Mrs. C. E. ChandLlpd
For the "between seasons' of
jR!!T'' ij
1 could not
up, without pulling ei W. Bowers, and Robert A. Taft, Con
f 4at -ler, Tyrone; Mary Brenham, Elida; something to get
Fall and Soring, for warming
ivi
help me, and stayed inlsed of former President and Mrs. William
Q
Carrie Irene Codlln,
hico; Effie most of the time. I eould not do my
cold corners in very cold
Howard Taft. The wedding will take
needs,
of
Maxwell, housework.
sorts
Faidein,
all
emergency
Carlsbad;
Margaret
for
weather, and
NeuK
Oil
Heater supplies just
The least amount of work tired me place at noon next Saturday in St.
Magdalena; Sister M. Emilie
the Perfection Smokeless
out.
Hou-nie- r,
heat.
My head would swim, and I would John's church, and will be followed
convenient
M.
Lucllla
Sister
of
Quick,
amount
the right
bert, Ribera;
tremble for an hour or more. Finaliy, 1 by a small reception aud breakfast
Ribera; Sister Mary Arnold Neu-ma- look Cardtii, the woman's tonic,
and I
Ribera; Goldle Spring, Clayton. am not bothered with pains any more, at'ilie home of Mrs. Bower3 in Rhode
Miss Helen Taft will
Second Grade Grace LaRue, Cle- and I don't have to go to bed. In fact, l. i !j avenu
1 am sound and well of all
''
r.CMlXS
SMOXEIES''' ?
troubles."
maid
for Miss Bowers
be
honor
of
my
vis; Anna YV'essomaa, Texico; Lucas
t'f
i'.ie
will be Miss
Cardui
to
bridesmaids
all
the
weak
and
goes
spots
Pearl
Gsliegos, Jemez;
Wright,
and easy to dean,
It ia light, port-"- ',
helps to make them strong. It acts with L'i
Helen and Miss Frances Noyes
Mrs.
Sue
odorDobbins,.
and
Alamogordo;
smokeless
nature not
her. It is for the ut tlm
and is g uar'''toe1
"Jti!in& no ashes. For sale at
city, Miss Marjory Edgar of
Eva Corbett, Estancla; Claudie Cain, tired, nervous,against
irritable women, who foel
less. Nr and
for the
6
Look
stores.
&enerl
as if everything were wrong, and need ,V..nvfi polls, and Miss Julia Thorn p- hardw'
Clovis; Edna Boone, Clovis.
( f Chicago.
Mr. Taft will have
quiet their nerves and
Third Grade Jose C. Valdez, Tierra something to worn-ostrengthen the
Tpp'C'TlNENTALW COMPANY 1
system.
Harrison of thl3 city as best
(Huge
1
Santa
Rosa;
Agnes
Aniarilia;
Ortiz,
"ncr5""tedin(iolor.do)
ff
are a woman, suffering from ay man, and the ushers wiU be Charles
V
Miss F. A. Ortiz, Santa Rosa; Canuto of theyounumerous
Chey.nn.
Butt. eb,"a , A!fe,uW
symptoms of womaniy
N.
Trujillo, Chimayo; Juan
Herrera, trouble, take Cardui. it will help you. Taft, Stephen Fhilbin of Houston
Tex., Stanhope Bayne Jones of Hal
Mcnero; G. L. Hlckey, Endee; G. At all druggists.
Carl
SoG&ines, Clovis; Abran Gallegos,
Writ ts ClMttMXXwa Medicine Co., Ladltsf timore, Jolm Herron of Pittsburg,
Dect, Gnauanooa, Tenn., for or,W Iohman of Akron, O., Walter Logan
corto; C. M. Mastas, Chamita; Fannie Advisory
Intlruetittnt on your east snit 6 wif book, "rioa
L Giles, Ketnon, Oklahoma.
fratmMt (or Wumsn," in plain mnmii. M.O. iaM of New York, Adrian Van Suidoren
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of Tammany Hall hobnobbing with
the man who climbed over its prostrate frame at the last national convention, clutching Wilson firmly In
tSTAiLISHEQ 1379
his grasp and landing him eventually
in the White House, la one to give us
To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
PubiittKta by
pause.
Will my money be safe?
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Mr. Bryan appears to be occupying
Can 1 get
it?
Second:
more and more space in the limelight
(Incorporated)
able
Will
be
bank
and
Third:
willing to give me financial aid
my
of late. He was heralded as the real
I
I
"
it?
need
when
power behind the throne when PresiM, PAD SETT
"v
. Editor.
directors
and
With
was
and
dent Wilson
surplus, conservatively managed by
inaugurated,
ample capital
went into eclipse shortly thereafter.
bank offers safety
business affairs,
who have been successful in
Hut he seems to be holding his share
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
of the spotlight at the present time
is
and possibly there is a deeper reason
of
be entrustEntered nt too poatoffice at East for the refusal of the New Jersey In
dorsement than its untlmeliness. May
of
ed
!-a
Vegas, New Mexico far
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
not be that Mr. Bryan is making
it
the
United State
through
one: last desperate effort to reach the
ffcalla m second class matter.
presidency by this remarkably successHart's guests were Miss Madeline
ful harmony effort which is cementing
RailMills, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Marie
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the warring factions of the party and
Helen
a.11
Mann, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss
Dally, by Carrier
losving the way open for President
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
Noyes,
.06 j Wilson at the right moment to point
!Tr Copy
to
Frances Myers, Miss Lucy " Myers,
feme Week
.16 j gracefully, even though reluctantly, to
Miss Enid
Miss
Lorna
Johnson,
.66 one of the few Baltimore planks which
One Month
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.
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Marie
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Lowry,
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Miss
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Lucy Clement,
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,
McMahon, Miss Ruth Conrad, Miss
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.
7.00 when nominafed that's another mat
Miss
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Mary
Helen
Kelly,
3.50 ter. The most interesting considera
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Louise Lowry, Miss Louise Cunning
tion Just now Is whether this strenu Hay Rides Lote
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DeSalx
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Six Month
m
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The ''better babies" contest, widen
InMiss
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success
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that he
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AT have named at Baltimore are no lon- each held
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When your food does not digest
Birthday
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o'clock until 9:30 o'clock, was suc zlger,
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On 'Friday afternoon Miss Maxine
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(Continued from Page One)
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leased wire systems, make such servMrs. E. D, Raynolds at her home, Clarence Iden, Mrs. Mary Ltosey, Mrs.
pesos ransom.
ice possible. This kind of service
Grief at Acapulco
1051 Seven'.h street.
The ladies :wbo W J. Lucas, Mrs. F. L. Myers!,. Mrs.
Conditions at. Acapulco have .grown attended the club meeting wereMrs.ji 0,, W. Wesner, Mrs. Columbus Moise,
puis The Optic on a par with many
ciiy papers and gives Las Vegans the so bad that a Jted Cross ship there Is William E. Gortner, Mrs. Charleis A. Mrs. Chester Iden and Mrs. Leon
uewsall of it fully 12 hours ahead urgently needed. The troops continue Spies, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,' Mrs. Durham.
of any paper that comes In here by rioting and pillaging. Supplies are Herbert W. Clark, Mrs. H. E. Hoke,
mail. And on local matter, this paper scarce, and dear, and there is much Mrs. Hallett Raynolds and Mrs. 33. J.
Woman's Club
publishes everything that happens suffering. Other west coast ports are McWenie.
Holds Election
i
and
when it happens, unbiasedly
quiet.
"'
At a special meeting of the Wom
v
,; fj'fj
an's club on Wednesday afternoon at
"Better Babies". Show'
;
;
tbn chambers of the Commercial club
"' " v
v
Pleased tke Mothers
WILSON OK BRYAN?
Local society matrons seldom have called to elect officers for the ensu
The indorsement of President Wilbeen so deeply interested In any1 ev- ing year, Mrs. Johanna Vollmer was
son by Tammany Hall is one of the
ents as tie "better babies'' contest, elected president; Mrs. William E.
'
most interesting and possibly signifMrs.
conducted; in connection with the Goitner, first vice president;
ce
icant of recent political incidents.
second-vipresicounty fair on Monday, Tuesday and Hallett Raynolds,
Coupled with the conference at the
Van Petten,
Wednesday of this week at the ar- dent; Mrs. Harriette
White House which restored "to his
mory. Fftr several weeks Jtndvance treasurer; Mrs. Benjamin Strickfaden,
status of loyalty Colonel Ceorge Hartlin "committee" 6f ladles
h5 had tok recording' secretary, and Mrs. William
vey, and the earnest angling after the
en 'hold of athe affair worke jhssidfiii- - NT.iRosenthaI, ocf responding secretary.
support of "Marse Menry" Watterson,
'The meeting was held a week yfotiA
" '
uvKiy aiiE iw;eaBiuf;iy, securing Tne
X
""ilie Tauhmariy indorsement is evidence
of jtha physicians and nurs- of the regUilar!schedule for the reason
of a vigorous "get together" movees of the city, distributing the liter- that the State Federation of Women's
ment on the part of the national demature, and attending to the infinity of clubs will be in session in Silver City
'
ocracy. Now comes the announcedetail connected with the undertaki- next Wednesday, and several of the
.
ment that the cabinet members will
ladles of the local organization will
ng,
be sent broadcast over the country to
There were in all 79 entries, and in be there,, thus lessening the attendance
BEST
BEST
AMERICAN
SCOTCH
PERCALE
prtach the partys doctrines, "pointing
the course of the contest proper 74 at home had the regular date been obwith pride" to the alleged miracles of
DRESS
AMOSKEAG
babies were examined. As a result of a served. The club plans many activiGALATEA
POINT
(36 inches wide)
kU tesmanshlp and executive efficientie four 'of these were reexamined. ties during the winter, chief of which
GINGHAMS
OUTING
cy accomplished by the Wilson adminRobert S. Allen had the highest score will be along the lines of juvenile corCLOTH
ALL PRETTY
to' 15c
istration.
Worth 12
FLANNEL
in the entire contest, which also en rective reforms. The members are
But who is to be the legatee of all
tit'ed him to the first prize in his di- deeply Interested In the proposed bill
(None buer)
Per yard
PATTERNS
(A 17c value)
for
this activity? The president only the
to be- presented to the legislature provision.
other day refused an indorsement for
viding for a detention home, and a
for ;
The winning babies were:
for
for
a second term by the democrats of
Class A (babies from one to two probation system, and also In' the
ew jersey, for reasons which were
to
movement
a
establish state board of
years oldT Male, Robert g. Allen. Fe0O':never very explicitly stated and which
(10 yard limit)
ftnCMinmnfTstvIes in theWinter male, Josephine E. Baca and Minnie associated charities.
wight be interpreted in either one of
issue of "Bufterick Fashions." Rick tied. This prize will he divided.
two ways. There is nothing which
B (children from two to three M:bs Hart Gives
A magnificent selection to Clasg
can he said in favor or the Wilson ad'
years
old) Male, Tvoy C. Enge)s, Jr., A Euchre Party
ward
W
inter
rhnmc
entire
vniir
ministration that cannot be diverted
TI3S
Barbara
Clark
Female,
and
This
afternoon
Mildred
Miss
Hnlrt eu- Phebe
rnhf. This lovely publication
10 the political benefit of the secrer.
- ,
This prize will be' divid- renamed some of her friends at a
Mertschiiig.
is only 25c, which includes any ed
"
i
tary of state, who is Included in the
euchre
The
party.
parlors
Buttenck Pattern you like lree,
Tammany Indorsement Whal chansre
Class C (children from three to of the Hart home, 1102 Eighth street,
lias come over the Murphy organizaAt t:-- . Pattern Department
fcur years old) Male, Win field S. were tastefully
decorated, and the
tion that it pats the back turned bo
linyFemale. Adele Ilfeld.!
many tables adorned with charming
"( 'ti'y toward It
at Baltimore, to say
This was the first time such a con-te- tally cards. After the play a dainty
thing of caressing the hand that
has been held in Las Vegas, but luncheon was served. Among Miss
fiuote It go heavily? The epeeiaclo
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Machinery and should
an expert
only in the hands

mechanic.

Our connection with the

way time service requires us at
times have efficient workmen.
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Send us your watch, optical and
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Monday, the bargain day

at the Big Store,

always holds some goods things in store
for you. The Specials offered for Monday
October 11th arerunusalfeatractive. Shall
we see your facehere'Monday
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"personals

yOUR

B. S. Wolff 01 St. Liouis is mopping
here for a few days.
U in
T, C. de Baca of Santa Fe
brief
a
stay.
for.
the city
K. M. Cudabac of Albuquerque Is
in the city for a short time.
C. W. Carlson of Chicago Is registered at one of the local hotels.
A. Fobs of Chicago is in the ciiy
today making a few business calls.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Dean of Detroit
are among the more recent arrivals
in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Daniels, tourists
frmi Florida, are stopping here for
t
a few days.
'
J. .C. Campbell, a business man of
Albuquerque, is registered at one o
the local hotels.
iMrs. C. L.. M. Baily, who has been
in Albuquerque for several days on
a purchasing, trip and to take in the
state fair, will return to Las Vegas
tomorrow.
Miss Beulah Stern will arrive from
Vicksburg, Miss., tomorrow to visit
her sister, Mrs. Ben Lewis. Mrs.
Stern probably will remain in Las
Vegas for the winter.

For Fall and Winter should

i

ml

eign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR
the objectionable words e stricken
from the records. Mann, continuing,
sufn
referred to a recent
frage speech made by Representative
Heflin as an "insult to womanhood."
"I denounce the gentleman from
as a liar," shouted Heflin. "I demand that thoBe words be taken down," interjected Payne of New
York. Mann asked him to withdraw
that demand.
J5ann said that th stenographer's
notes were not correct and that he
had said he thought there was danger
of insult to the women in the suffrage
parade from the democratic crowds,
"and that he had facetiously added
that the gentleman from Alabama
might be one of the crowd."
The house voted that the words
read from the stenographer's notes
were correct. By a vote of 152 to 06
the house then expunged Mann's remarks from the records.

HAVE WORDY ROW

'

Loader Mann' and Representative Hef-li-n
of Alabama caused a commotion.
The Alabama man denounced Mann
P8 unworthy of his seat and demanded that' the house take rap the charge.
Mann had offered an amendment to
tlifs pending Philippine bill to provide
lor woman suffrage in the islands.
Resenting statements concerning
his attitude toward the suffrage parage here last March, he said:
TOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
"1 thought it was better for the
woman
on
the
suffrage
young girl
float at that time to be at home than SALESMEN for small towns, whole
time or side line. Special sales plan
in the parade, for fear the gentleman
from Alabama would have seen her
allowing return of unsold goods
makes quick easy daily sales." $5
ivnd been sure to insult her."
commission on' each order, someMr. Heflin sprang to- his feet, dething entirely new. Write for pockclaring Mann unworthy of a place in
et outfit today. May Mfg. Co., 212
the house.
demanded
Kipel 'St., Chicago, 111.
that
Representative Hay
-

i,000.00
1
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Philadelphia, Oct. 10. As something like 90 per cent of the world's
greatest baseball experts have opin
ed that the Braves are up against
it in their present struggle with the
Athletics, it would seem that the
only thing letj for .h P Stallings' crew
is to pin their faith to the mascoting
powers of-- Willie Connor, their
and a bunch of Asters,
the. .Braves' favorite,flower.
if their trio of star slabsters, James,
Rudolph and Tyler, are not able to
fool the
Mackmen,
and if these same Mackmen can show
"Hankerino" Gowdy that he couldn't
nip John Bunny stealing second, If
the Athletics' $100,000 infield should
make the Braves' quartette of iufield-er- 3
look like they wtre tied, if Joey
to hit
Connolly should be doomed
about .186 against Messrs. Bender and
Pb.nk, if, Moran, Mann, Whitteo'. Gather and Devore should prove of no
help: to the Braves in their effoits to
down the world's champs, and if But
what's the use? Expert opinion has
the Braves outclassed from turnstile

i

!

I D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,
t.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

sinby a few feet at the bag,;. Bvers
gled solidly to center after halving
It was his eec-ontwo strikes called.
hit. Evers was almost picked off

d

We have a complete line of for-

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

THE SECOND

NEARSIGHTED YOUTH IS SAID TO
BE HOODOO KILLER, "ALL
RIGHT

be

anti-woma-

Washington, Oct. 10. Personalities
in the house today between Republican

THC

BOSTON TAKES

SERIES

ordered now.

AND' IIEFLIN

FROM ALA.
THE CONGRESSMAN
EAMA RESENTS G. O. P.
LEADER'S REMARKS

MASCOT

lV UIM
mi tun

SUIT

j.

MM

BOSTON

first by Schang, but Mclnnis dropped
the ball. Cather went out on a fly
to Baker. Evers tried to steal but
Whitted fouled off the ball. Evers
went out stealing, Schang to Collins.
It was a pitch out and Evers was
caught ten fegt off the base. No
CAP1TML
runs, one hit, no errors.
Second Half, Bhiladelphia Barry
filed out to Cather. Schang also flew
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
out to Cather, who took the ball over
near the line. The crowd gave the
.
President
WM. G. HAYDON
veteran Plank a big hand when he
-- came to the plate. He went out on
H. W. KELLY
three straight strikes. No runs, no
".
D. T. HOSKINS
.
Treasurer
hits, no errors:
Fourth Inning
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
First Half, Bostonr Whitttd filed to
a
smashed
single
Strunk. Schmidt
to right after the count on him was
3 and 2. Gowdy went out on a fly to
Second Half, PhiladelphiaBarry
Murphy. Maranville singled to right,
Schmidt going to second. Barry walked. Schang struck out, Barry go
made ai wonderful stab of Deal's ing to second.. Walsh ' batted for.
bounder and touched second, forcing Plank." The scorers gave Barry a
Maranville. The blow was almost a stolen base. Walsh walked. A double
sure hit on which Schmidt could have 'play ended the inning. Maranville
to flagpole.
easily scored. No runs, two hits, no took Murphy's grounder and touched
.;,..,,
!
But the critics overlooked Mascot errors.
Moran, Jbrcihg Walsh, Ha then
Wiilie and the Asters. True, the
Second
Half, Philadelphia James- threw out Murphy at first. No runs,
Mackmen have a fair sort of a mascot took Murphy's smasn and threw him no hits no errors;.
the mselves
the same one who held out. Oldring could not fathom James
I
il f
the jody in check while his team speed and struck out. Maranville
M
The box score
a
l
f
I
'
breezed through on the winning end threw out Collins at first. James'
0)1.1)1
i
Boston
H N
AB.B.H.PO.A.E. I
mm
mm
mm
mm
Xtf
wnn,r simr
fc
ft;
He had hot Moran, rf.
of three previous world's series. But pitching was
5
0 2 0 0 0
"Willie Connor and the Asters are" allowed a hit so far and had sent the Evers, 2b..
....... 4 0 2 0 3
p ii.iwiiwarwa6W
something brand new In the mascot Athletic batters back to the bench in Cether, If.
3
0 0 1 o o
if
ing line. "Willie, who is known as the one. two. tnree oroer. jno runs, no Whitted, cf
4 0 1 1 2 0 1
original "Willie Boston Beans," wears hits, no errors.
Il
Schmidt, lb
.
2 0 0 8
Fifth Inning
spectacles. Yes, sir, wears Vm right
Gowdy, c.
0
o i 2 4 i n
out on the field anft gives everybody
h
; .2
First Half. Boston James struck Maranville, ss
Moran
chance to lamp at them.
time.
the
second
3b.
out, fanning
Deal,
:
to James, p. --llllhl
Blied
Evters
Only one glance Is needed to show hit love second.
mascot. He Strunk. Moran ran down to second
that Willie is a high-broI
is the typical youth that the cartoon but got back to first before Strunk's
33 1 7 27 15 1 I
Totals
took
ists have pictured for years whenever throw reached the bag. Barry
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
they wanted to do a little kidding at Gather's- grounder and tossed to Col
Philadelphia
the expense of the Hub.
.3 0 0 2 0 0
lins, forcing Moran. No runs, one hit, Murphy, rf
On all ordinary occasions Willie no errors.
3 0 0 0 0 0
Oldring, If.
looks the part of the studious young
3
Second
Half, Philadelphia Baker Ccllins, 2b.
Eoetonian..
But when he Is fighting flied out to Whitted., Mclnnis fanned Bi ker, 3b. . .
.3
hoodoos on the field of battle he be- for the second time. Strunk whiffed Mclnnis, lb.
.3
a ;
t
t
comes as full of pep as HiiRhey Jen- - the second time. No runs, no bits, no Sttunk, cf.
,3
M
His antics near the Boston errors.
ingrs.
2 0 0 2 6 0 j
Barry, ss.
t
have' pulled many a game out
Sixth Innir'g
.3
Schang, c.
of the fire for the Braves this season,
First Half, Boston Whitted popped Plank, p.
n
i...2 0 0 0 1
least in the minds of the players, out to Collins.
n
Schmidt threw his x Walsh .
.a n a o n
re-- arrive at the
have
less
these
as
you
Investigated
but
ho have Implicit confidence in the shoulder in the way of a slow ball
facts,
previously
tura and are satisfied with them. intimated, I cannot see what authorg
powers of their mascot. and started to walk to first, but the
25 0 2 27 14
Totals
The taxpayer having made a return ity the state board has to direct you
But if Willie's powers should prove umpire called him hack. Schmidt
xBatted for Plank in ninth.
of this bills receivable, should he now as to the manner in which this duty
Impotent, the Braves will still have flied out to Murphy, who had to go
be required to return the mortgages shall be performed. From the necesft them their Asters. Dispel your up near the fence to make the catch. The score by Innings:
as security for sarily imperfect examination I have
000 000 0011 which he holclssolely
thoughts of doubt, Julia, for 'tis true, Gowdy walked on four pitched balls. Boston of such bills, it would been able to make of the schedules,
the
payment
was
abHolutely true. Those
a
000 000 000 0
Maranville
hit with
pitched Philadelphia
mean double taxation of the most glar I have come to the conclusion that
wops out on the field are passionate ball.
Baker took ' Deal's roller and
Summary
ing type. The mortgagor is taxed up there has been a general return, unfond
of
No
Asters.
Other big leaguers touched third, forcing Gowdy.
ly
Two base hit: Schang.
t
on the subject matter of the mortgage, der oath by the business men of this
ave carried with them all sorts ff runs, no hits, no errors.
Sacrifice hit: Maranville.
the mortgagee ia taxed upon the note county of their notes and credits. An
animal mascots, from birds and cats.'
Second Half, Philadelphia Maran
Stolen bases: Deal 2, Barry.
tem- assumption either
to elephants and alligators, but it re ville threw out Barry at first. Schang
by the state hoard
to which represents a certain value
Maranville
Double
plays:
in
the
hands
of
the
or yourself that such returns are false
mortgagporarily
mained for the Boston bunch to break got a
to left which was the Schmidt.
or. Hence, all property value is ac is an assumption that the taxpayer
into the greenhouse and cop a flower.! Athletics' first hit. He almost was
Left on bases : Boston, 11 ; Philacounted for.
is guilty of perjury and should you
Ta Aster mascot was adonted evi caught at second but a good slide delphia,' 1.
examination
of the tax secure any information regarding any
dently with a view to impressing upon s&Ved him. Schang was out when the
First base on. balls: Off James, 3; "I find upon
the minds of the oraTfiary'tough-Tiecmil that the traveling auditor whose taxpayer that satisfies you that he
ball got away from Gowdy, who quick' off Plank, 4.
has made a false list of his prore
bj'll tossers outside the Hub the fact ly recovered it and threw the Athletic M First base on errors: Boston, 1.
duty it is to prescribe forms has failcolumn
a
that the Braves stood for culture out at third. Maranville threw out
to
for
ed
money, it is your duty not only to inveJ
provide
Hit by pitcher, by Plank: Marannotes and credits, and hence, you for the purpose of having the p i
Plank. No runs, one hit, no errors.'
eipht ways from the deck.
ville.
properly piaced of record for
The Asters not only put the animal
Seventh Inning
Struck out: By James, 8; by Plank, have been obliged to include this Item but
'"
your further duty to report Id
'
with other personal property. Therelascots out of business, but they did
First Half, Boston James struck 4.
district
attorney so that such taxpay
return
of money,
their share towards winning the Na out for the third time. Moran struck
fore, to arrive at the
Passed balls : Schang.
er may toe prosecuted for perjury.
is
to
tional league pennant for the Braves. out, Schang to Mclnnis. Baker threw
nctes
it
and
credits,
necessary
Time: 1:56.
t
"Yours very- respectfully,
At any rate the Braves have a hunrh out Evers. No runs, no hits, no er
schedules." If some conUmpires; Plate, Hildebrand; bases, refer to the
"C. W. G. WARD."
,,;
state
the
fusion
of
terms
has
caused
that the Iblossoms helped the good rors.
Byron; left field, Klem; right field,
"District Attorney."
'board to refer to mortgages when it
Second Half, Philadelphia iMurphy Dineo.
wfjrk along, and all of them are ken
means bills receivable, then such asfor the nosey
Bresident Gaffuey fanned. Evers tossed out Oldring.
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
sessments have already been made,
wears an Aster li the buttonhole ot Collins got an Infield hit. Collins was
There is such ready action in Foley
but if the board means, as Its worlls
h'a coat every dai-- nd carries another picked off at first, James to Schmidt.
'
on
In his uuo.iiV It is said Bill No runs, one hit, no errors.
clearly imply, that mortgages as such Kidney Pills, you feel their heallag
N
a crs r'aces
are assessable, I am quite firmly con from the very first dose. Backache,
ai Aster in his shce
Eighth Inning
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
vinced .that the board is In error.
ivforo j:oing on tie pitchb motnd.
First Half, Boston Barryhrew out
'
and
irregular action disappear with
that "Big" Schmidt eats a' few of the Cather. Mclnnis saved Barry from a
hoard
state
"The- language of the
their use. .0. Palmer, Green Bay,
blossoms between innings.
wild throw- - Whitted, was safe when
assessor
to
the
In
instructions
gi f5lf
i
giving
Wis., eaya :'My wife is 'rapidly reHowever-th- at
may be, therms .one Mclnnis dropped . Barry's
is mortgages or credits for money
perfect
thing is certain in regards to the throw, Barry getting an assist. Whitloaned.' If .the intention of the board covering her health and strength, due
to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
reent-wrldserieAnd that Is, ted was forced at second, Collins takwas to make! the terms mortgages solely
Schaefer and Red Cross n.- - Ktnra
that the Athletics may outclass the ing Schmidt'B grounder and tossing
loaned
synonyand credits for money
Adv.
Praves in hitting, pitching,
to Barry. Gowdy flied out to Strunk.
mous, the second term being parentheInside stuff and all No runs, no hits, one error.
been
have
pretical should, of course,
(Continued From Page One.)
AutemohSa erase fine to Mora trt
that sort of thing, but in order to win
Second Half, Philadelphia Evers
ceded by a comma, as any school child
their fourth world's pennant the Mack tossed out Baker. It was announced
to
punc- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satthe
know.
would
According
at
and
is
taxable.
all
exists
times
erty
men will have to break the spectacles that the official figures for attendAfter foreclosure, the burden of taxes tuation used by the state board, the urday, leaving I r. , Vegha postoffioa
8 a. in.,
of "Willie Boston Beans" and also cor- ance were the same as yesterday.
arriving Kora 8:15 a. m.
upon tlie mortgaged property is sim- instructions must be interpreted to the
ner the Aster market
Maranville dropped Mclnnis' foul fly. ply shifted from tne mortgagor tV(the efiect that neither morgages nor cred Leave Mora 4 p. ni. arrive Las Vmm
Mclnnis fouled . out to Deal.i. Evers mortgagee. The sheep that are the its for money loaned have been assess- e.a p. ?;;. Fare f;:r round tr
one way, 13. tsmnd trio tic
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
tossed out Baker. No runs, no hits, subject matter of the contract, are, of ed.
good
for oats week, IL i;.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound one error.
Prop.
jiufh;
course, taxable in the name of the
"Speaking then of the instructions
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
Ninth Inning
owner. Where is the equity cr the of the board regarding the class of
clears away the phlegm
Opens u?
First Half, Boston Barry threw out money value of the mere security giv preperty described
"'credits for
cithclax
the air passages and stops the hoarse Maranville.
e
hit en by the mortgage that can be taxed? money loaned' what I said regarding
C I T R O L A X
peal got a
I
cough. The gasping, strangling fight over Strunk's head. Deal stole third
:
"Before writing this opinion, I have the assessment of notes is equally apa
1
for breath gives way to quiet breath when Schang threw to Barry to catch oamined the
The
law speiJiieaHy requires
original tax schedules plicable.
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg, him napping. James struck out for made hv Gross-Kell- y
and Company, the assessment of notes and credits.
Mass, Mich,, writes :"We give Foley's the fourth time. Deal scored on
In any case In which you have reason
by, Charles Ilfeld company, by K
Honey and Tar to our children for
hit, which was Just out of Colto believe that the taxpayer has not
a.nd
number
a
and Son,
by
croup and it always acts quickly." O. lin's reach. Moran went to second of others of the principal business made a true return of his cr'
it ii
G. Schaeferand Red Cross Drug Store. on a passed
hall. Evers walked.
and firms of the county. I find your. duty to take arv rm u ? v
Adv.
Iverg wa3 out at eecoud, Barry taking in all of the cases invent t'Tated that
your power inclu.l'n? an t t) ,i t
Cather'a smash and tossing to Coi- return is made as the law requires turn of the county record, if mat tr '
- t
Read The Optic Want kti.
ling. One ran, one hit, no errors,
of money, tuies aud credits,
w;it be of niiv nsp'f"V 'n
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Give the family

a treat!

"

Malfe a Maple Pie
Here's a dandy recipe

--

:

TOWLE'S

LOGCABSH

.

CAN E AN D
UMAPLESYRUP (h

JlJakes Home, "wtie,t" Wome, Indeed 'j
V ' "
then let cool. Line a custard pie plate with
puff paste, or crust as for a custareLpuijCrack
the maple sugar and cover the bottom thickly
with it. Over it pour custard made of a lump
of butter, size of walnut, one cup of milk, one
flour, a little nutmeg.
eg", one tablespoon
over
before
!

'

pouring
Beat all together
Bake in hot oven about 20 minutes.

'

-

Boil to a sugar a cup and a half of

;

''

Sugar.

There are dozens of delightful uses of
Log Cabin Syrup. It's supreme for pancakes, waffles and muffins. Buy of your
can.
grocer in the

Towle Maple Products Co.
The
...
e.
M, .,,... .rtorc; Peoples Cm Building, Chicago
RefinerieM St. Paul, Minn.! St. JohMbury, Vermont
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MAKE HEALTH

10, 1914.

FIRST ORDER

Prevention of Disease Always Better
Than Cure, and as a General
Thing, Much Easier.
Think health.
Keep your thoughts on a level of
health, which means harmony. This
does not mean that you are to disregard signals of physical distress. If
they appear. If your head acheB, ascertain the cause, whether it is nerve
or liver, stomach or the cause too infrequently understood eyestrain.
Then correct the trouble.
Headache is not a disease, but a symptom,
and for that reason It is folly to take
headache powders. Try first
rest and complete relaxation; Induce
circulation by exercise. You cannot
think clearly if your liver is out of
working order and your circulation is
sluggish.
The law of health is the law of prevention.
Keep well, and obviously,
there will be no need for cures. A
few simple rules conscientiously adhered to should be sufficient to keep a
healthy mind in a healthy body, and
the first of these rules is "moderation." Practice it at all times. If the
mind is overburdened with mental
food, brain fag, and its long list of
diseases, may follow; It the body Is
overworked, nervous prostration or
some one of a thousand maladies may
ensue
In this climate and this age of rush
and worry there are few who do not
need occasional aid to keep the body
In condition so that the mental faculties may be assured of free play. A
glass of water with a few drops of
lemon juice in it before breakfast,
with a
of salt added, Is an
excellent suggestion; a laxative when
the liver is out of order Is another.
Aside from these, with fresh air and
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a reasonable amount of directed
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly
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HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLES

LODGE NO.

t.

A, F.

DR.

ADELAIDE

B.

LEWIS

Osteopathic Physician
Regular com. Office Crockett Building
munication first and
third Thursday
in Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
each month. Visiting
Residence Phone Main 384
brothers cordially In
A.

COLVM

M.

vited. Guy M. Cary, W.
Petten, Secretary,

M

H. g. Van

CO

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

Albuquerque.

N. M.

215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COM MANDERY, NO. 2,
K Years Practical Experience.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- l E. A.
W. W. BOWERS.
JONES

ilar conclave second

M

Hi

i II

"lH

'

OPTIC'i NUMBER, MAIN I.
RATES

TOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Tues-de-y

In each mcnth at Ma- sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder.

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

LA3 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- -

LOCAL TIME CARD

month at Masonic-- Temple
jiX-jcents per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 . m. P. A. Brlnegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre
No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
lines
All advertisement
charged
will be booked at apace actually set
I. O. O, F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeti every Monday
eyening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All vlsitlDg
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Friedenstine. N. O.; A. T. Rogera,
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl
WANTED
Girl tor general house- Wert, Treasurer: C V. Hedgoock.
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address Cemetery Trustee.

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

Five

tary

Wanted

Box B, City,

East Bound
Arrive
No,
No.

No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

I....
.

...11:64

I....

ll...
I....

I....
1..v.
I....

Deait
7:45 a.
11:61

7:20 p. m
X:25

p.

a.

m.....

m..... I:M a

1:25 p. m
West Bouns

. Arrive
1:10 p.

f:35

1:61

S

.

e.

Desan

m.....

"1:81

am.....

s.

:4 a.
4:81 . X
a.

4:20 p. m
:35 p. m

7:l

B.

exer-

Optic.
English
Clergyman Put In Many
Lonely Hours Before His Plight
WANTED
Became Known to His Flock.

By man and wife, together
or separately, house work, table
waiting, on ranch or tending furnace. Geo. Chapman, 618 Grand Ave.

03

CAN

AND

RESTAURANT

ffflj REST

CHAPMAN

cise any person ought to be able WANTED Reliable woman for gento keep on the plane of good physical
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
and mental balance which spells
health. Pittsburgh Dispatch.
WANTED
Mlich cow, to keep for
feed during winter, or will buy if
PRISONER IN CHURCH TOWER
Address K-- ,
price is reasonable.

A remarkable adventure
recently befell the Rev. Paulus Ashkenazie in the
lonely church at Ulrome, on the
coast of Yorkshire, England, CHEAP SUGAR Is no more. Cheap
of which he is the vicar. He had
honey at your door. Pure strained
clambered up a long ladder into the
honey, this year's crop, will keep inchurch tower with the object of invesdefinitely. Two 60 lb. cans $10. One
tigating the upper chamber, but on his
60 lb. can $6. Freight prepaid to
attempting to get down again a rung
snapped and he was unable to deany station on Santa Fe In San Miscend.
He tried to attract the vilguel county, cash with order. The
lagers' attention by tolling the church
editor of this paper guarantees our
bell, but, though many villagers wonresponsibility. Metcalfe and Parks,
dered why the bell tolled persistentMesilla Park, N. M.
ly for three hours until late In the
afternoon, no one investigated the
matter.
At last the vicar in desperation
broke oft a wooden bar of the tower FOR RENO) Modern furnished flat.
window, and, tying a white handker611 Ninth street
chief to it, waved it out of the win
dow. A farm servant later noticed the
distress Bignal and summoned the vil- FOR RENT Nicely furnished steam
heated room, 924 Seventh, Phone
lage carpenter, who with some diffMain 333.
rescue.
effected
the
vicar's
iculty
Hold-ernes-

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

d
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For Rent

MODERN light housekeeping rooms
Why Not Publish It?
When you want a fact to 1ecome
with eleeping porch. 1030 Fifth
generally known, the right way Is to
street.
publish It Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour FOR
RENT Housekeeping rooms.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
CALL FOR CONVENTION
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Nin& street
Republican headquarters of the
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers county of San Miguel, Las Vegas, N.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring- M., October 3, 1914.
A convention of the republicans of
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
"
the county of San Miguel and state
Secretary.
of New Mexico is hereby called for
KNIGHT4 AND LADIES OF SECURthe 19th day of October, 1914, at 10
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m o'clock in the morning in the County
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the Court House in Las Vegas, New Mexfirst and third Mondays of each ico, for the purpose of nominating
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and three representatives to the State
Ladies always welcome O. L. Free Legislature for the Sixth Representa.
man, President; Miss, Cora Montague, tive District, said district embracing
Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local the County of San Miguel. The PreDeputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. cinct No. 29 is entitled to eleven delAssistant Deputy, 1011 egates. Proxies will not be recognized
Montague
Sixth street East Las Vegas, H. M.
unless held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and have been chosen.
fourth Thursday evening eaeb
The various precincts are hereby
month at W. O. HI. hall. - Vlsltini ordered to elect members of the Cenbrothers cordially Invited. Howard V tral Committee of the precinct and to
Davis, Dictator; Harry I Cutler, secy. report their names to William J.
Mills, Chairman of the Republican
MODERN WOODMEN QF AMERICA Central Committee of the County of
KSan Miguel.
,
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
The various precincts may hold
Love at O. R, C. hall, on the second
their primaries as soon as they desire
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
hut not later than the 15th day of
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
G.
Consul;
October, 1914. The secretaries of the
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
various primaries are hereby asked to
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
notify the chairman of the Republipecially welcome and cordially Invited. can
Central Committee of the County
of the date of their meeting and the
NO names of the delegates chosen imm
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night li diately (upon the holding of their priO. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue al maries
WILLIAM J. MILLS,. Chairman.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
L. C. ILFELD, Secretary.
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
Mrs.
J.
T
dent;
Buhler, Secretary;
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
What Would You Do?

stomach and frequent headaches. She
Enquire 414 Seventh street.
writes, T feel It my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
have done for me. They have helped
my digestion and regulated my bow FOR SALE Wheelbarrows and cook
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
els. Since using them I have been
stove. Inquire 623 Railroad avenue. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, CO UN andi worry the body. BALLARD'S
entirely well." For sale by all deal
CIL NO. 804. Meets second an HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritatera, Adv.
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall ion, heals the lungs and restores comDealers in Choice Timothy Hay and Pioneer building.
Visiting member) fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
TAFT PRESIDES OVER LAWYERS
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlnt $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Grain of AH Kinds
Washington, Oct. 10.Forin.or Presi
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Located ". at Regensberg BrothDrug Co. Adv.
dent William Howard Taff will pre
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave.
side over the annual meeting of the
Send Us Your Orders
-RAmerican Bar association, which is
to hold its sessions in this city from
DR. F.
HUXMANN
26c per 100 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dlivery......
October 20 to 22. Mr. TaJt was electDentist
each
to
1,000
2,000
pounds,
....25c
delivery
pounds
per 100 lbs.
ed president of the assjolv.ioa a!, the
Dental work of any desert ptioa at
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery...
30c per 100 lbs.
In
held
Montreal
last
meeting
year.
moderate prices
60 pounds to 200 "pounds, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs.
The coming meeting will have Presl Room
Office Phone
1, Center Block.
... 50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
dent Woodrow Wilson, Senator Elihii
Main SSI. Residence Phone Main 411
Root and other public men ef national
prominence as spsaxersi. The meeting of the bar association will be pre
ALASKA'S MINERAL OUTPUT
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
ceded by the annual conference, of
Washington, Oct. 10. The mineral
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
uniform state laws.
production for Alaska in 1913 had a
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
value of fl9.413.094, according to the
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
United States geological survey. Of
by local applications, as they cannot this amount $15,626,813 is to
be cred
reach the diseased portion of the ear. lted to the
gold mines. This makes
There is only one way to cure deaf the total value of
gold production of
FIND WHAT YOU WANT
ness, and that Is by constitutional Alaska u to the close of 1913, $288
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an 392,540.
In addition to this nearly
inflamed condition of the mucus linAND
WANT-AD$17,000,000 worth of copper and over
ing of tho Eustachian Tuba When $2,000,000 worth of silver has been
this tube is inflamed you have a rumSELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT
produced in Alaska.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
You will like their positive action.
the result, and unless the inflamma- They have a tonic effect on the bow
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
tion can be taken out and this tube
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
restored to its normal condition, hearcleaning to the entire bowel tract.
ing will be destroyed forever; nlae Stir the liver to healthy
activity. and
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
cases out of ten are caused by Cakeep stomach sweet Constipation,
read the ad3 in this paper and who never would hear of your
which
tarrh,
is nothing but an
headache, dull, tired feeling never afcondition of the mucous sur- fect those who use Foley Cathartic
property unless it were advertised here.
faces.
Tablets. Only 25c, O. G. Schaefer
We will give One Hundred Dollars and Red Cross
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want
Drug Store. Adv.
(and
for any case of Deafness (caused by
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
that
cannot
catarrh)
be cured by
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical InstruPILLS
'
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu- fifflCIIESTEf.
ments.
BEAN It.
I Ah
lar free.
nr tru&stmi,ft

For CrJo

ETAIL PRICES

.

AG'UAIIPURA COMPANY

S

S

.

Is

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
'
pation.
,

! ami fcoltl metallic
his in
seawrt with M uo Ribbon.
piUtn no
t.hr. Hut of on
A

.';

t

IX

U

V

a r$ k

kfnM Ui-- i HI
1,1
M P1LLH, for S3

town as Best. Safest, Always Keliabl

WANT ADS are inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

get results and

EVERYBODY'S
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

MAGAZINE

THE WOMEN'S HOME COMPANION

i

THE HAT10I1AL SPORTSMML

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
THE

AT

CULL

OFFICE

LEAVE

AIID

SUBSCRIPT 0

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
flagazine for one year
"

III

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic' and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5-

0

$6.00

$6.50
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fOOTEALt RESULTS

t.

period;
3.

icljisran,

LAND PATENTS

Ifi;

Van-iei'La- t,

-

1

0; Lafayette,

Final:

yalo, 20;'.vj.,.higb.'3.
Filial: Kavy, ;
Pittsburgh, 10.
Second Period : Harvard,
3; Wash- ln'ou and Jefferson, 9.
Kucnnd period:
Princeton, 9; Syracuse, 7.
Final: Army, 13;
Rutgers, 0.
Final: Cornell, 21"; Carlisle, 0.
Final: Ohio state, 7; Case, .
WILL SELL ROAD
York, Oct. 10. The Chicago,
Hock Island and Pacific railroad Is to
? sold at
public auction, at the county court, house here at a date to be
determined soon. Jiidge Mayer of the
United States district court today
signel the decree of foreclosure and
sale. Default In payment of Interest
of four per cent gold bonds resulted
in foreclosure proceedings by the
.Central Trust company, trustees of
the bondholders.
New

Letters patent
MUTUAL THEATER
I
have been received from the United
St:
Bridge
1
jonn
Carpenter,
ct,.f0a i,v fienree
E.
Carpenter, H. G. Bush and Willard
mar
First Show Starts at 7:15
Holt upon an improved threshing
1
The invention was perfected
chine.
FRIDAY
uu
by the Carpenter oroiueis,
"No Account Smith's Baby"
it a thorough test on their own farm
a
In
to
work
found
it
and
last year
f
(Kaybee 2 reels) i
oi.ftnrvj mnnner. The features
PUUUiuvv"
"Foiled Again" Komic
that are particularly attractive In the
inoinde the fact that it can
of
be manufacured at about
threshan
grain
of
cost
ordinary
the
maing machine, and the threshing
all
are
together
put
LOCAL
chinery and power
on one truck. - The machine can be
made any size to fit any condition.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
The patentees are already considering
the question of having the machine In wood. Direct from the distillery to
manufactured, either by al company you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
organized for that purpose or through
Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real
one of the large companies of the
estate agency removed to northwest
United States.
corner of the Plaza in Hotel Rc
malne. Phone Vegas 388. Adv. "
Read The Optic for war news.

rkminf not.

Spring Chickens

TONIGHT

.r";?

.

NEWS

Vegetables
of all kinds

STORE

E3AWIB
THE CASH GROCER
With ever pur
chase of any of
our heaters, or

1

small,

WE WILL GIVE

ABSOLUTELY FREE
QUE HALF TOiJ Of COAL
Sale starts Saturday the 10th Until Saturday Oct. 17th

For Cash Only

Get our prices, we can save you money and remember we
give you Hall Ton of Coal absolutely Free.

Phone Vegas

Undertaking Co.
511

114

Sixth St

...

Yiso

Madern Woman
knows' there is no economy In
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

:

Ask your grocer

Fur opening Monday. Muffs and
scarfs
for
in Red Fox, Cross,
a
Because of the lack of quorum the
city council did not meet in regular Fox, Gray Fox, Swift Fox, Raccoon,
last night. It was decided to Black Lynx, and Black Wolf. All nat
hold an adjourned meeting on next ural skins, no imitations. A cordial
invitation is extended to all li.lies. J.
Friday evening.
A. Taichert.
Adv.
Regular Christian Science service
in Carnegie library Sunday morning
at 11 o'clock. Subject of the Bible TiHNIDAD PLEASED
lesson, "Are Sin, Disease and Death
'
Real?"
BY KELLOG-HAINE- S
..,
An examination for assistant' 'foi'est
ranger will be held in Albuquerque on SINGING PARTY THAT WILL AP- October 19 and 20. Further InformaPEAR HERE IS WARMLY
mer.
tion may be had from Oscar 'Linburg
A deputy sheriff has been sent to
COMMENDED
at the East Las Vegas postoffice.
Albuquerque to bring Reynolds back
The Kellog Haines Singing party here for' trial.
Sunday's pragramr at the Mutual appeared in Trinidad on October 2,
feature and we note
Theater: Thanhouser two-rethe following commendaentitled "The Varsity Rose,"' with Ir- tion' in the Advertisei'.
THOUGHT THE ENGLISH
ving Cummings and Muriel Ostriche;
"The Kellog Haines Singing party
also Mutual Weekly No.' 8J, mostly List
night lived up to the many good
"''
European war pictures. Adv.
things said about them, and the High WERE AFTER HIS GOAT
School auditorium was well filled with
Cattle shipments are beginning to music lovers of
Trinidad, who wei)e
PETER VON HOFFLIN APPEALED
liven up. This morning R. V. Jones
entertained by the best musical conTO CHIEF OF POLICE FOR
received three cars of cattle from the
ceit given in this city for some time."
ASSISTANCE
south, and Jose Baca received one car
So far the people of this commun
of sheep. It is Baid that several train
to
have
ity
very heartily responded
Peter von Hofflin struggled into the
loads of cattle will start for Kansas the
opportunity for a season of highly
""
hall yesterday afternoon, laborCity during the month.
city
elevatentertaining, instructive and
and
ing
perspiring under the burden
ing attractions, and have bought tickA cleric and carrier's examination ets to
a
of
mammoth
telescope grip and a
M.
C. A. course.
the,Y.
for prospective postoffiee employes is
About one hundred season tickets terrible fear. Peter came from Denbeing held today at the Carnegie lib- have been booked, and the list is still ver. He was going to Los Angeles.
rary by the civil service examining open for any who wish to take advant Hup the English were after him, and
beard. O. E. Linberg is president of age of the reserved seat idea without he got off the train in Las Vegas to
the local board, and Walter Randolph extra
sek the protection of the police.
charge.
and Oscar E. Bureh are members of
He went Into the ffice of Chief
In a few days, Mr. Lowe, represent
the board.
Coles,
and, depositing bis grip on the
ing the Redpath bureau, will spend a
few hours In Vegas helping list" the floor, but retaining a tenacious grip
W, T. Prince, an attahe of the car- - course and further Interest the
on his fear, said: "I'm here." The
peo
nnal company, was found asleep upon ple in the advantages of this course. chief was glad to see him. He said
the sidewalk last night by Night OfMr. Scatterday presented the matter so.
ficer E. C. Ward. Prince, when ar-- before the students of the Normal
Peter mopped his brow.
ragined before Police Judge D. R. school recently. All students are of'.'They are still after me; they alMurray this morning, was unable to fered a concession by way of a sea- most got me on the train. I
thought
10 son
pay a fine. He was sentenced
ticket for two dollars. He will you would turn them back. Don't let
days in the city street gang:'
also present the matter before the them get me, mister. I never done
High school Monday morning at 9 'em no harm."
Again the boxing contest bug is o'clock.
Then he began to rave. Peter, who,
buzzing in Las Vegas. The fight has Mr TrfVnir flip retiring awrptflrv In his proper mind and
sober, was a
not been definitely arranged, Vat it is of the T M c A who Is
thorough. car whacker in the Denver railroad
rumored that a mill may be fixed up
ly ersed ,n Lyceum work hag ren. yards, and who by birth is a Hollan-dre- ,
between Benny Chaves and Delmont, dered
became possessed of the idea
very valuabe fierv!ce ,n rlng.
'sum-itlwho fought in Denver during the
?
tMa 'the 'English were
tnlg C0UrSe t0 the rit and he,
going to get
mer. Delmont wants a return gowith:itll? in
nf thJ him if he didn't watch out. He fighrW ,t in t,,e
Chaves, and it is thought that the litpeople.
ured, it is said, that the best way he
tle Benny, who has so many friends
could watch out was to fill up on
in this neighborhood, would not be
COMMERCIAL CLUB
cheap whiskey. The more booze he
averse to an encounter in the ring The annual
of the members drank the closer the English got.
meeting
here. There is a rumor current, that and stockholders of the Las
Vegas They drove him into the land of the
he is now in Wagon Mound.
Commercial club will be held Tuesday D. T's, Coming out of the first attack
evening, October 13, iln the rooms of he went to the depot and bought a
CARD OF THANKS
the club, at 8 o'clock p. m. All mem- ticket to the California city.
In his telescope, Peter put a bottle
We wish to thank the kind friends bers and stockholders requested to be
and neighbors for their assistance and present. The annual election will oc of whiskey. On the trip he transfercur and reports of officers will be red the whiskey from the grip io his
sympathy during the illness and death
stomach. By the time he reached Las
of the late Eli Caldwell, our husband. made,
W.
P.
President
SOUTHARD,
Vegas the blooming, blasted British
father and grandfather. We also
IJ50. M. TIPTON, Secretary. had bombarded his befuddled brain
thank those who sent the beautiful
aril captured his wits.
flcral pieces and bouquets!
NOTICE
Chief of Police Coles gave him a
Mrs. Eli Caldwell,
No shooting, hunting or fishing al chance of sanctuary In the
Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Stewart,
city
lowed on what is known as the A. G.
for the afternoon, where Peter,
Mrs. J. V. Reynolds and family.
Green lake and ranch, north of the attended by the city physician, came
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted out of It sufficiently to be started on
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
to extent of law.
tho westward way again. He left Las
A. G. GREEN,
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Vegas without whiskey.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,
,

for

;

Pure

Quill Flour.

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mills
fee

Heme Of The Best Of Everylfop

Eatable

7i Cost Bakery Ctfssts in thw City
Try si iQsf of Our

I

GRAAF

rOMHB

;

ROAD BOARD SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

Notice is hereby given to all able
men residing in Precinct 29

bodied

Subscribe for The optic.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during Ihe
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
E22j

STORE

THE CARPENTERS ARE PUSHING

US HARD!

i

NEEDED!

ROOM

MORE

So our Big
Remodeling Sale
Continues.

'

v

J

Save from 20 to 50 on anything
you may need in furniture and

household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

FOR LONG

J.

C.

Johnsen

TIRES ADD

Son,

&

TIMS

Eor the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non.Skfn or plain thread. Michelin tubes

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WCSK

DONE

AT

Oil

need-

SEOP

FOB ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

V;

for-trf- ss

30IZ

r"

ill I
i l l
P!

fACK-FROS-

Will soon ba here so
get ready for him.

We are the only carload buyers of Heaters and Ranges
in Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find it hard to be pleased,
OUR EAY TEftMS
are the most Hberal ever offered. Our service is prompt and
our treatment most courteous.

CO.

road tax,
not heretofore paid their
, .
J.V,
io tuo
sucn
iax
pay
unless
you
that
said
precinct.
for
collector
A. R. Eckert, at Ortega's store, Doug
ox
las avenue, before the 15th day
rebe
will
name
October, 1914, your
office
ported to the district attorney's
for his action in the premises.
Dated this 3rd day of October, 1914.

--

mm

AI

tv and who

,

15 cents per lb.

(3.

Grocer and Baker

set-do-

Quinces
:- -:

JOHN II. YORK

1914-191-

Fancy Table Pears
Concord Grapes

REYNOLDS IS ARRESTED
COMPLAINT OF H.
A. HARVEY

James Reynolds, a young man 19
years old, who came to Las Vegas early in the summer supposedly from
Terre Haute, Ind., and who went soon
after his arrival to Harvey's ranch
where he remained, practically continuously until yesterday afternoon
when he took train No. 1, ostensibly
for Roswell, where he said he intended to enter the military school, was
arrested last night at Albuquerque jit
the request of Chief of Police Coles,
on a warrant sworn out by H. A.
deHarvey, whom he is said to have
'..
'
frauded of $65.
In settling his accoutit for board
at the ranch, Reynolds Is said to have
given Mr. Harvey a check for this
amount drawn on the First National
bank of this city. He had no account
at the bank, it is declared. While
here for a few hours yesterday ne
presented a check, to which he is
said to have signed the name of H. A.
Harvey, to the Charles Ilfeld company,
it Is reported. The check was not
cashed, however, the boy being unknown to the firm, and the signature
having a strange appearance.
Reynolds, who is small for his age,
but bold in all his ways, has exhibited an appetite for liquor since be has
been in this section that may be at
at 'the' bottom of his present trouble,
according to the story. It is said that
he has been drinking heavily all sum-

Fruit and

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Christian church will hold' a rummage
sale on Thursday, October 22. Announcement of the place of the sale
will be made later.

10 Cenls Small Ones
15c and 25c large ones

Page Furniture

ON

one-sixt- h

Fancy Cling Peaches
Tokay Grapes
Mission Grapes

Shfb

JAMES

Mission Grapes

wor

Fancy Valencia Oranges, 20c doz. fo 60c per doz.

HEADY
FOR.
THE
CRUST

CHECK

Concord Grapes

i

NEW ISLE OF PINES GRAPEFRUIT

STEARNS'

A

GIVES

WORTHLESS

Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

TVfl QI7FQ
IWU uIlLO

YOUTH

10.

Members of the Las Vegas coTnTOl
of the Knights of Columbus will go
to holy communion In a body at the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
tomorrow morning at 6:3Q o'clock. All
members are requested to ve present.
The corporate communion Is to be
made in celebration of Colulmbus Day,
which will occur on Monday. On Monday the banks will be closed in observance of Columbus day.

UVJIQ VJrJ. ILFELi
Everything in Hardware and Furniftire

30

Ntxf to Eric! ie
CMOHMKCSBBmrcw't

ii

Clean
or Dye

II

your old

Garments.

y
r
1

1
1

1

?TOO BAD!

upoRpout

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY this time.

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
gtsords for

Tho Ford

133

WE CAN FLEASE YOU

Los

Vps

Steam Laundry

Ml

-

